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UNITED STATES INTERNATIONAL TRADE COMMISSION 
Washington, DC 

Investigation No. 731-TA-246 (Final) 

LOW-FUMING BRAZING COPPER WIRE AND ROD FROM NEW ZEALAND 

Determination 

On the basis of the record 11 developed in the subject investigation, the 

Commission determines, ZI pursuant to section 735(b) of the Tariff Act of 1930 

(19 U.S.C. § 1673d(b)), that an industry in the United States is materially 

injured by reason of imports from New Zealand of low-fuming brazing copper 

wire and rod, provided for in items 612.62, 612.72, and 653.15 of the Tariff 

Schedules of the United States, which have been found by the Department of 

Commerce to be sold in the United States at less than fair value (LTFV). 

Background 

The Commission instituted this investigation following a preliminary 

determination by the Department of Commerce on August 2, 1985, that imports of 

low-fuming brazing copper wire and rod from New Zealand were being sold. at 

LTFV within the meaning of section 731 of the Act (19 U.S.C. § 1673). Notice 

of the institution of the Commission's investigation and of a public hearing 

to be held in connection therewith was given by posting copies of the notice 

in the Office of the Secretary, U.S. International Trade Commission, 

Washington, DC, and by publishing the notice in the Federal Register of 

August 21, 198~ (50 F.R. 33859). The hearing was held in Washington, DC, on 

October 17, 1985, and all persons who requested the opportunity were permitted 

to appear in person or by counsel. 

11 The record is defined in sec. 207.2(i) of the Commission's Rules of 
Practice and Procedure (19 CFR § 207.2(i)). 

z1 Vice Chairman Liebeler and Commissioner Lodwick dissenting. 
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· ; VIEWS OF CHAIRWOMAN STERN, COMMISSIONER ECKES, AND COMMISSIONER ROHR 

We determine that an industry in the United States is materially injured 

by reason of imports of low-fuming brazing copper wire and rod (LFBR) from Hew 

Zealand which are being sold at less than fair value (LTFV). !I 
~·· . : . . 

We recognize that there are many complexities in this investigation, 

including the changing composition of the domestic industry and the 
.... 

distribution network that affect the analysis of the impact of the price and 

volume of imports on the domestic LFBR industry. Although many of the 

indicators relevant to the condition of the domestic industry show improving 

trends, the industry's profitability picture is poor,.the ratio of inventories 

to shipments is increasing, and data for the most recent period indicate a 

deteriorating condition. Our analysis of these indicators and the conditions 

of trade in the LFBR industry shows that the domestic industry is experiencing 

material injury by reason of imports of LFBR from Hew Zealand. 

The domestic industry 

Section 771(4)(A) of the Tariff Act of 1930 defines the "domestic· 

industry" as."(t]he domestic producers as a whole of a like product, or those 
. . 

producers whose collective output of the like product constitutes a major 

proportion of the total domestic production of that product."~/ Thus, the 

Conunission must first determine the appropriate like product. It then 
.. 

considers which firms in the United States are domestic producers of that 

product in order to define the domestic industry. A further consideration in 

the investigation is the appropriate scope of the domestic industry when 

------------------· ----·--·--!I Material retardation of the establishment of an industry is not at issue 
in this investigation and will not be discussed further. 

~I 19 U.S.C. § 1677(4)(A). 
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domestic producers of the like product are also importers of the subject 

merchandise. "J/ 

Like product. !_/ 

The imported product which is the subject of this investigation is 

low-fuming brazing copper wire and rod, principally of copper and zinc alloy, 

whether bare or flux-coated. ~/ LF8R is a material used to bond dissimilar 

materials together in a process similar to welding. The brazing process 

involves heating the brazing material with an oxyacetylene apparatus and 

joining different materials together with the melted brazing material. !I 

The Copper Development Association (CDA) has designated standard chemical 

compositions for LF8R. ]_/ Two LF8R copper-based alloys. CDA 6.80 and CDA 681, 

are produced in the United States. Almost all of the imported LF8R from 

Hew Zealand is CDA 681 alloy. !I The chemistries of CDA 680 and CDA 681, 

-------··-----------------··-----··--------·---------
~I Section 771(4)(8) provides that the Commission may exclude these domestic 

producers from the domestic industry: 
When some producers are related to the exporters or. 
importers. or are th~mselves importers of the allegedly 
subsidized or dumped merchandise, the term 'industry' may 
be applied in appropriate circumstances by excluding such 
producers from those included in that industry. 19 u.s.c. 
s 1677(4)(8). 

!I The statute defines "like product" as "[a) product which is like, or in 
the absence of like. most similar in characteristics and uses with the article 
subject to investigation ..•. " 19 u.s.c. § 1677(10). · 

-~/ Commerce, Initiation of Antidumping Investigation, 50 Fed. Reg. 10518, 
10522, 10524 (Har. 15, 1985). 
·!I Report of the Commission (Report) at A-3. 
LI Id. at A-4. There are five major types of non-ferrous, copper-based 

alloy brazing·materials. LFBR accounts for an estimated 80 percent of the 
volume of copper-based alloy brazing materials consumed in the United States. 
I~. at A-3. 

!I Id. at·A-23. 
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however, are very 'similar '1/ arid are interchangeable'in 90 percent of their" 

uses. 10/ 

LFBR must be used with a flux in the brazing process in order to prevent 

oxidation. 11/ Thus, the use· of LFBR requires'either flux-coated rod or the 

dipping of the bare LFBR in flux during· the brazing operation. 12/ Some end 

users use an automatic gas-fluxing apparatus that applies the flu·x and heats 

the LFBR at the same time. 13/ .All of the imported LFBR is bare product. 14/ 

·In the United States, two firms produce both bare LFBR and flux-coated 

LFBR .. !~/ In addition, there are other d"omesi:.ic firms that primarily import 

bare LFBR and flux-coat the bare rod. These firms are known as 

processor/master distributors. 16/ 

Flux-co$ted LFBR is manufactured from bare LFBR, and the cost of the bare 

LFBR constitutes the maj9rity of the cost of the flux-coated product. lt/ 

Both coated and uncoated LFBR are sol~ through the same distribution 

channels. Moreover, prospective customers' for LFBR can use either bare or 

---·-·-·---·---------··-----··- -·--··· -------------
!! Id .. at A-3. CDA 680 alloy contains a small amount of nickel which 

results in a more wear-resistant weld and enab~es the brazing material to flow 
more freely. Id. · · ; · 

10/ Conference Transcript held in conjunction with preliminary investigation 
CC.Tr.) at 71. The parties did not argue separate like products based on 
these slightly different compositions, and we find no reason to draw such a 
distinction between the alloys. Thtis, .. the like product consists of LFBR 
formed from either.680 or 681 alloy_ 
11/ Report at A-4: 
12/ Id. 
13_/ Id. 
14/ Jd. at A-31. 
15./ Two firms in the United States, Century Brass Products (Century) and 

American Brass, only produce bare LFBR. Id. at A-8. 
16/ Thermacote-Welco considers itself to be a master distributor. I~. at 

A-31. 
!ll The cost of the metal used :i.n LFBR accounts for approximately 50 percent 

of the value of coated rod·,· forming the brazing rod from the metal accounts 
for approximately 30 percent, and flux coating a.dds· 20 percent. Hearing 
Transcript CH.Tr.) at 78 and 111-12. · 
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pre-coated LFBR. Although the flux-coated product costs more thari the bare · 

LFBR, convenience· or the end user's equipment generally governs the choice 

between bare and flux-coated LFBR. l~/ 

In the preliminary investigation, we determined that the like product was 

LFBR, whether bare or flux-coated. That determination was based on the 

similarities of the alloys, the interchangeability of the bare and flux-coated 

forms, and the conunon distribution channels of the products. Hone of the 

parties to this investiga
1
tion has objected to th~s determination, and we again 

conclude that there is one like product consisting of bare and flux-coated 

LFBR. 

In making the factual determination regarding whether a particular firm 

is a domestic producer, the Conunission has examined the overall nature of 

production related activities in the United States, including the extent and 

source of a firm's capital investment, the technical expertise involved in 

production activity in the United States, the value added to the product in 

the United States, employment levels, the quantity and type of parts sourced 

in the United States, and any other costs· and activities in the United States 

directly leading to production of the like product. Ho single factor is 

determinative, and the Commission's analysis should consider all of these 

factors and any other factors which are deemed relevant in light of the 

specific facts of the investigation. 19/ 

--- ----18/ C.Tr. at 44-45, 113, and 143. 
19/ Se~ Color Television Receivers from the Republic of Korea and Taiwan, 

Invs. Hos. 731-TA-134-135 (Final), USITC Pub. 1514 at 8 (1984); Certain Radio 
Paging and Alerting Receiving Devices from Japan, Inv. No. 731-TA-102 (Final), 
USITC Pub. 1410 at 8 (1983). 
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The petitioners and .J.W. Harris Company (Harris) are producers of bare 

LFBR. 20/ These firms manufacture bare LFBR from its consti~uent metals. 

This involves extrusion, drawing, annealing and pickling processes. 21/ 

Flux-coating involves applying a wet mixture of several chemical ingredients 

to the bare LFBR, drying the rod on racks and.packaging the product so that 

the coating will not be damaged during shipment. Cerro Metal Products, Inc. 

(Cerro), a petitioner, and Harris are flux-coaters as well as bare rod 

producers. Thermacote-Welco, Allweld, and Aufhauser flux-coat purchased 

LFBR. Allweld and Thermacote-Welco purchase a majority of their bare rod from 

New Zealand, and Aufhauser purchases bare LFBR from South Africa. 

We have determined that Cerro, Harris, American Brass, and Century as 

well as Allweld, Thermacote-Welco, and Aufhauser are domestic producers of the 

like product. We have included firms that flux-coat purchased LFBR because 

they produce the like product, flux-coated LFBR, which is interchangeable with 

bare LFBR and distributed in the same channels of trade. Moreover, the value 

added to the final product by flux-coating is significant (approximately 20 

percent), 22/ the capital investment in flux-coating equipment is 

substantial 23/, and.for this industry the flux-coaters have significant 

employment levels. 24/ Thus, we determine that the domestic industry .includes 

firms that only flux-coat_ bare LFBR as well as firms that manufacture bare 

LFBR. 

------- - -------·----
20/ The petitioners are American Brass co., Rolling Meadows, Illinois; 

Century Brass Products, Inc., Waterbury, Connecticut; and Cerro Metal 
Products, Inc., Bellefonte, Pennsylvania. J.W. Harris Co., Cincinnati, Ohio, 
supported this petition. 

21/ Report at A-4. 
22/ ff.Tr. at 108. 
23/ Report at A..:.20. 
24/ Id~ at A-16. 
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~~J..ated j)ar;!;.ies 

In assessing whether appropriate circumstances exist for excluding firms, 

the Commission has ·considered the following factors: 

(1) the percentage of domestic production attributable to 
the importing producer; 

(2) tne reasons that- the u.s. producer has decided to 
import the product subject to investigation, i.e., 
whether the firm benefits from the LTFV sales or 
subsidies or whether the firm must import.in order to 
enable it to cont~nue production and compete in the 
U.S. market; and 

(3) the position of the related producers vis-a-vis the 
rest o~ the domestic industry. 25/ 

Thermacote~Welco and Allweld import the majority of the bare LFBR used in 

their operations from New Zealand. These companies clearly benefit from the 

sales at LTFV. While these companies account for a substantial percentage of 

total domestic LFBR production, the clear benefit they derive from the 

importation of LFBR imports necessitates their exclusion as related 

parties . 2~/ 

Thus, for purposes of this investigation the domestic industry consists 

of the petitioners, Cerro, Century, American Brass, as well as Harris. 

In making a determination as to the condition of the domestic industry, 

the Commission considers, among other factors, changes in U.S. production, 

.~~/ See 12-Volt Motorcycle Batteries from Taiwan, Inv. No. 731-TA-238 
(Preliminary), QSITC Pub. 1654 (1985). 
26/ A third major flux-coater, Aufhauser, imports bare LFBR used in its 

operations from South Africa. C.Tr. at.120. Thus, in view of the 
Commission's decision to cumulate imports of LFBR from South Africa with those 
from New Zealand, it may also be appropriate to exclude the South African 
importer under the related parties provision. The Commission did not receive 
sufficient information from Aufhauser -to include such information with that of 
other domestic producers. The issue of ~hether to exclude Aufhauser is, 
therefore, moot. Commissioner Eckes did not cumulate, and therefore, did not 
reach this issue. 



market share, capacity· utilization, investment:, ·employment; wages, 

.Productivity, domestic prices, and profitability. · 

Cerro and' Harris are· two LFBR prodticer·s that-·also::flux-coat LFBR. ·Harris 

began productiOn: of ·bare LFBR in January· 1993. Before·--·. that· time Harris 

flux-coated imported bare rod. In October' 1984, Har·riS acquired· Uni braze, 

which imported arid flux-coated.bare LFBR.before the acquisition. 27/ Harris 

now· ships i:ts bare LFBR to Unibraze for flux-coating. 28/ .. : Century and 

American Brass have no ·flux-coating capabilities.· On March 5, 1985, Century· 

closed its Metals Division because· of labor ·problems, and is no longer 

manufacturing-bare LFBR. 29/ · American·Brass temporarily ceased production of 

bare LFBR in 1985. · 30/ 

The u.s. distributiori'system for LFBR.has five tiers: producers, 

processors/master· distributors,. master· ·distributors,· retailers,· and end. 

users~ 31/ The "'producers "manufacture bare rod, the· processors add 

flux-coating and packaging~' Cerro· and Ha~ris/Unibraze are'both.producets'of 

bare rod and 'processors ·of their own bare rod. Cerro sells exclusively 'to· ' 

master distributors;· 321 ·. A· small ·portion· of Harris• ·sales are .. made to· master 

distributors and outSide 'processors, but most of Harris•"product is sold to· 

its subsidiary; Unibraze, for flux-coating~ or is sold'directly to retailers.' 

American· Brass and;Century se11· their product mainly to·inaster 

distributors. 33/ Both Cerro and Harris have indicated.that_ they have 

,P •.1.. .; 

211 Rep~rt. -~at A-7.' -:_~-- ----- ----··-·-·-:--- -----.------ · ----------

28/ Id .. at A~9 • 
29/ Id. at A-8. 
30/ Id. 
31/ Id. at A-9. 
32/ Id. 
33/ Id. Thermacote.:.welco considers.itself to be a master-distributor, 

selling primarily to retailers. Id. at A-31. 
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attempted to sell LFBR .to distributors such as Thermacote-Welco and make 

limited volume "spot" sales to this firm. 34/ 

·imported LFBR from Hew Zealand is sold to processors such as 

Thermacote-Welco and Allweld. Thus, as further discussed in the pricing 

analysis, sales to processors and master distributors represent the initial 

and lllOst direct competition between import~d LFBR and the domestic pfoduct. 35/ 

The domestic LFBR industry is in a state of change. Two producers have 

r~cently ceased production, and Harris has.become a major producer since its 

entry into the.industry in 1983. Prior to that time, Harris had ~een an 

importer of LFBR. 36/ A Harris r~presentative testified that the firm made 

the decision to begin producing bare LFBR in 1978 and anticipated that it 

would be selling to process9rs such a!;!· .Thermacote-Welco. 3 71 

Although many of the ipdicators relevant to the condition of the domestic 

industry show improving tr~nds during the pe~iod of the.investigation, the 

industry has a poor prof it~bility picture, an increasing ratio of inventory to 

shipments, ·and data for ·t~~ most recent period s~ow a deteriorating condition. 

Apparent U.S. consumption of LFBR rose in the 1982~~3 period, decreased 

in 1984, and sharply.incre$,ed in the January-June 1985 period as compared 

with the corresponding peri9d in 1984. 38/ U.S. production of LFBR increased 

throughout the period of investigation. 39/ Production capacity increased 

--------"'- --------···· 34/ H.Tr. at 20, 27. 
35/ This comparison is riot absolutely direct because there is insufficient 
in~ormati~n that the principal importers have ever purchased the types of LFBR 
from.the domestic producers that they import. It is, nevertheless, the most 
significant point of comparison. See Report at A-31. · 

36/ H.Tr. at 24. 
ill Id. 
38/ Report A-10. At least some of the increase in apparent consumption 

reflects· only a change in the timing of purchases. to take advantage of major 
price cuts which occurred in early 1985. 

39/ Id. at A-11. ! 
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sharply during 1982-84 .due to the start-up of domestic production by Harris, 

and decreased in 1985 due to Harris' switch to production of ftifferent alloys 

on its LFBR equipment and Century's closing of its brass mill. 40/ Capacity 

utilization rose from 1982 to 1983, declined in 1984, and increased in the 

period of January-June 1985 over the corresponding period of 1984. 41/ 

Although domestic producers' shipments of bare LFBR increased steadily 

over the period of investigation, also ~eflecting the start-up of production 

by Harris, producers' inventories as a share of domestic shipments increased 

throughout the period. Indeed, the percentage of inventories to shipments 

nearly doubled from 1982-84 and increased significantly in the first half of 

1985. 42/ 

Although employment in the domestic industry increased significantly in 

the 1982-1984 period, the increase was entirely attributable to the start-up 

by Harris. In interim 1985, however, the total number of workers decreased to 

pre-1982 levels. 43/ Total hours worked and wages paid increased over the 

period, again due to the start-up of Harris. 44/ 

Although net sales of bare LFBR by domestic producers grew during the 

per:iod (again due to .the start-up of domestic production by Harris), there 

were aggregate gross losses throughout the period on the bare LFBR 

------·--- ----·--·----
41/ Id. at A-11-A-12. Undue emphasis should not be placed on the capacity 

. utilization data because LFBR is not a main product line and represents only a 
small percentage of the producers' total sales. Id. at A-17-A-18. Moreover, 
the equipment used for LFBR production can be used-to produce other product 
lines. Id. at A-12. .. 
42/ Id. at A-14. 
43/ Id. 
44/ !~· at A-14 and A-16. 
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operations. ~~/ The domestic industry also experienced aggregate operating 

losses throughout the period. 46/ 

The flux-coated LFBR represents the more profitable item of production 

for the domestic industry. Sales of flux-coated LFBR by domestic producers 

declined significantly throughout the period of the investigation. Indeed, 

this decline in sales has accelerated drastically for the period of 

January-June 1985 as compared w~th the corresponding period of 1984. 47/ 

Throughout the period of the investigation the financial condition of the 

domestic industry remained poor. Although the trends have differed slightly, 

two producers have experienced· gross losses during the period of 

investigation. 48/ Both producers sustained operating losses on their coated 

LFBR operations throughout the period. 

Although Harris' entry into the domestic industry has resulted in upward 

trends for production and shipments, the domestic industry has only been· able 

to sell a declining percentage of its production. 49/ Net sales of 

flux-coated LFBR, the more profitable item, have declined. Moreover, the 

financial condition of the domestic industry has remained unhealthy. Thus, we 

conclude that the domestic industry as a whole is experiencing material injury. 

4~/ Id. at A-17-A-18. 
46_/ Id. at A-18. 
il/ Id. 

----· ------··--

48/ Although a portion of this loss is due to captive shipments of the 
product between the two operating subsidiaries of this producer, the overall 
consolidated profitability information of this producer also shows significant 
losses. 
49/ Report at A-15-A-18. 
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.cumulatio11 50/. 

Under the Trade and ,Tariff Act of 1984 (the 1984 Act), imports must be 

cumulate4 if t~ey sat.isfy three requirements. They must (1) compete with both 

other iril.ports. -and. the domestic like product, (2) be marketed within a 

reasonable coincidentaLperiod, and .(3) be subject to investigation • .!!/ 

LFBR is also imported from South Africa. We find that these imports are 

basically fungible. Moreover, there are conunon or similar channels of 

distribution for all LFBR, 52/ and the.prices· of the imported product and the 

like product are within a reasonable range. 53/ Finally, there are sales or 

offers t_o sell in the same market. :54/ Thus, we find that imports of LFBR 

from New Zealand and south .Africa are· simultaneously present in· _the market. 

At this time LFBR imports from South ·Africa are under f.inal. 

investigation. The Department of Conunerce has .made a preliminary 

determination that 'imports from South Africa are being sold at LTFV. Thus, we 

find that LFBR from South Africa is subject to investigation and that all of 

the criteria for cumulation are .satisfied. 55/ 

~~terial injury }?L_!"eason o{_j.mports 
... 

In making a determination whether the domestic industry is being 
'· •_, 

materially injured "by reason of" LTFV imports from IJew Zealand, the 

Commission considers, among other factors, the volume of imports, the.effect 

- 50f Commission~r Eckes did not cumulate imp~rts~-Rather, he-·reachedhts 
affirmative determination by assessing the impact of only LTFV imports from 
New Zealand on the domestic industry. Therefore, he does not join this 
discussion on cumulation. 

51/ 19 U.S.C. § 1677(7)(E). 
521 Report at A-:9~A-;-10 •. : 
53/ Id. at A-28,A-ja. i 

~!/ Id. at A-35-A-39. 
551 Chairwoman Stern and Commissioner Rohr would have reached the same 

affirmative determination without cumulating imports from South Africa. 
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of imports on prices in the United States for the like product, and the effect 

of such imports on the relevant domestic industry. 5~/ Evaluation of these 

·factol"s·, involves a consideration of Cl)· whether the volume of imports or 

increase in volume is significant, (2) whether there has been significant 

pr-ice undercutting by the imported products, and (3) whether imports have 

othel"Wise depl"essed prices· to a significant degree or prevented price 

increases. 27_1 · 

·In determining whether imports of LFBR from Hew.Zealand are c~using 

material injury to a domestic industry; we have considered the C1.\111Ulative 

volume· and effect of-imports from Hew Zealand and South Africa. The volume of 
I . 

imports from these two countries was significant throughout the period of 

investigation, and ac.counted for the vast majority of imports in 1984 and 

interim 1985. 58/ The_ combined volume of imports from Hew Zealand and South 

. "Africa· increased somewh,at during the years 1982 to 1984 and rose dramatically 

in January~June. 1985 over the corresponding perio4 in 1984. 59/ 

The market share held by combined imports 9f LFBR ~rom Hew Z~aland and 

South Africa is substantial and has been consistently significant during the 

period of investigation. ·Market penetrat~on by imports of LFBR from all other 

countl"ies decreased sharply during the period of inve~tigation. 60/ 
... ' 

The price of imported bare LFBR from Bev Zealand to processor/master 

distributors such as Therniacote-Welco was consistently and substantially below 

56/ 19· U.S .. C. ·§· 1677(B). 
2!1 i9 U.S.C.- § 1677(7)(C). 
581 Report at A-26. 
59/ Id. 

----------·····----·-----

60/ I~. We note that overall domestic market share has increased 
significantly over the period due primarily to the entrance of Harris into the 
market as a domestic produr.er. 
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the domestic price of bare LFBR sold to master distributors. 61/ This is the 
: ~: 

first point of competition between imported and domestically_produced LFBR and 
~ . ~ . . . . ... . . ., . 

represents a very significant volume of sales of this product. To the extent 
i. ·' ·. . .: 

' that pricing is important, it is most importan_t at this stage in the 

distribution channel. Although price is a consideration in retailers' and 

master distributors' purchasing decision, other considerations play an 

important role. LFBR does not typically represent a high volume purchase for 

these customers. Retailers and. other purchasers time their purchase of LFBR 

to complete orders and qualify for volume discounts or free shipp_ing. 62/ 

Thus, the differences in price at these points further down the chain of 

distribution are less significant. Finally, the data show that there has been 

a downward trend in the prices of LFBR whether sourced domestically or 

imported during the period of investigation. 6~/ Moreover, the Commission was 

able to confirm instances of lost sales and lost revenue because of imports 

from Hew Zealand. 64/ 

Although Thermacote-Welco and other processors/master distributors have 

expressed reluctance to purchase bare LFBR from a firm that is competing with 

them for sales to retailers, domestic producers have made limited sales to 

processors/master distributors and have stated that they will sell to the 

processors in the future._65/ The domestic industry clearly has the capacity 

to make such sales. 

-------·-------- ·-·- ·---------· ------·- ·---- ---------·---
_i],/ Id. at A-31-A-32. 
62/ Id. at A-33 and A-38-A-39. 
63/ Id. at A-28. We note that prices for sales of the Hew Zealand product 

sold to master distributors (not processors) did not change for the period of 
this investigation. These data, however, are based on limited sales to one 
cuslomer. Id. at A-30 n.2 . 
.iY Id. .at A-35....:A-39. 
65/ H.Tr. at· 20, 27. 
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We conclude that the rising volume of LFBR imports from Rew Zealand and 

South Africa and increasing import penetration, together with underselling at 

a criticai point in the distribution chain and generally declining prices, 

establishes a causal connection between the material injury to the domestic 

industry and the LTFV imports from New Zealand. 
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VIEWS OF VICE CHAIRMAN LIEBELER 

J 

Based on the record i.n Investigation No. 731-TA-246 (Final), I 

determine lhat an industry in the United States is not materially 
· .. ..;. 

injured; 'or threatened with "material i~ury~ or materiall_y· ret~rded, by 

reason of imports of low-f~ming brazing copper wire and rod from New 

Zealand that are· sold· at. less :than· falr ·valiae· (LTFih<. 1 I concur tn the 

·decision of the· majority with'. ·respect to like product, d0Ti1estic industry, 

. related parties and·"c:ondition of· the 'industry. 
2

· ·. 

In order for a domestic industry to prevail in a final investigation 

.. the Conunission· must determine .that 'the duqied 1nipbrts cause· or °threaten 

to cause ·material injur·y to the domestic industry producing· 'the ~like 

product; . This· anat'ysis is usually: rt-!c'i>gnized to be a two.:...sfep 

· · procedure. ·First,. the ·Commission 'im.ast. determine· whether the domestic 

. ·industry produclng the like 'product is iiljured. or' rs threatened with 

material ·injury. Second, ·the CominiSsion must determine ·whether. any 

· injury or threat: ·thereof is by rP.ason· of the dumped· imports: Onfy if the 

Commission ·answers both questions in thP. affirmative wi1'1' ;t make' an 

affirmative determin~tion in ·the· ·investi.gation. 

leecause thP. domestic foaustry is well-estahlishe·d:., the issue 
of material retardation need not be ·add.ressed. ' · · :. · · 

21 fi.1ul that there is one like product and one industry. I · =

note thal il would be equally possible to find two like 
products and two domestic industHes.. Becaus'~- there' are n~ 
imports of the flux. coated product, the industry producing flux 
coated product would be uninjured l?Y re~son of impoJ:t.s. _The .. 
related party issue with respect to"'the ·firms that coat the 
product would then not need to be t'P.Hr.hed. The analys;s that 
follows in the text applies equally to the industt·y 1:omposed of 
only producers of bare product. 

. '.• 
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In Certain Red ilaspberries from Canada, I set forth a framewor~ for 

3 examining causation in Title VII investigations: 

The Rtr.onger the ~viden~e of the following . • • the more likely that 
an ef'fir•native determination will be made: (1) large and increasing 
market share, (2) high dumping ~rgins, (3) homogeneous products, (4) 
declining prices and (5) barriers to entry to other foreign producers 
Clow elasticity of supply of other imports).4 

These factors, when viewed together, serve as proxies for the i~quiry 

that Congress has difected the Commission to undertake: whether foreign 

firms are engaging in ·unfair price discri.mination practices that cause or 

5 threaten to cause ... terial injury to a domestic industry. 

The starting pol~t for the five factor approach is import penetration 

. data. This factor i' relevant because unfair price discrimination has as 

its goal, and cannot take place in the absence of, market power. The 

statute requires tluat, under certain conditions, imports of tWC> countries 
. 

111.1st be cumulated tq determine the effect of the imports on price and 

volume. CUlll.llation iR mandated when imports from two or more countries 

compete with each other and with like products of thP. domestic· indust~y 

. 6 
and are subject to ~~vestigation. Imports of low-fuming brazing 

copper wire and rod from South Africa satisfy these conditions and must 

3Inv. Bo. 731-TA-196 (Fi.nal), USITC Pub. 1680, at 11-19 
(1985) (Additional Views of Vic:P. Chairman Liebeler). 

4 . Id. at 16. 

5Trade Reform Act of 1974, s. Rep. 1298, 93rd Cong. 2d Sess. 
179. 

619 u.s.c. 1677(7)(C)(iv)C1985 cum. supp.). 
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7 be cumulated. The. import penetration ratio of cumulated imports has 

been at:modP,rate levels during the period of investi.gation and has been 

relativeiy ,stable. The ratio decreasP.d during 1984 and .January-June. 

8 
~19~5. ;An unusual facet to this investigatio1' is that the-share of the 

market;. held by domestic producers increased substantially during the 

_period of .investigation. 9 

Tbe.:second :facto,r is a high margin of dumping. The higher the margin 

of dump;ng, ceteris par\_~~. the more likP.1 y i.t is that the .. product is 

being sold ~below marginal cost, which.is a requjrement for predatory 

.. '" pri_cing, and ,the more likely it is that the domestic producers will be 

adve.rsely affected by the dumping.·. The margin of dumping is determined 

by t~e pepartm~nt of Commerce. In this case, the weighted-average margin 

~s. 26.~3 pereent ad valorem. 10 

The third factor is the homogeneity of the products. The more 

homogen~ous the products, the greater will be the effect of any allegedly 

~nfair practice on domestic producers. There is no significant evidence 

. 11 
. o~ .recQrd: .suggesting that these products are differentiable • 

. ,, .... ' 

'7Respond·~~t contends that imports from South Africa are not 
subjec~,to investigation. Respondent's Post-Hearing Brief at 
4~5. The statute places no requirement that the imports be 
subject to the same investigation and thus respondent's reading 
of the law is overly narrow. 

8Report at. Table 13. Only a gem-?ral discussion of 
informalion co 11 ec:t.ed during this invP.st. igation is possible 
because mos.~ tluO? informatio1' is confidential. 

9see n~te 12, infra. 

10Repo,rt at A-5. 

llReport at A-32. 
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The fourth factor is declining prices. Evidence of declining 

domestic prices, ceteris paribus, might indicate that domestic producers 

WP.re lowering thP.ir prices to maintain market share. Evidence with 

respect to price tr'ends is-mixed. According to i11formation received in 

response to Commission questionnaires, the U.S. average price on several 

products declined while on other products, the price remained stable. 80 

strong conclusions can be drawn from the pricing information in this case. 

The .fifth factor is barriers to entry. ThP. pr·P.s1mce of barriet•s to 

entry makes it more likely that a producer can gain market power. llany 

other countries exported low-fuming brazing copper wire and rod to the 

u.s. during the period of investigation. In 1982, imports from other 

countries captured a large portion of the u.s market, indicating that 

12 there are in fact no barriers to entry. 

These factors must be balanced in each casP. to reach a sound 

determination. cumulated imports from Bew Zealand and South Africa do · 

hold a· significant share of the U.S. market and prices are declining in 

some product lines. Domestic production, however, both •bsolutely and in 

terms of market share, has increased. Moreover, despite,the presence of 

moderatP.ly high dumping maq~ins, the cumulated import pe11,etration ratio 

ha:: r·pmalncd stable. 1'11 t.hc extent lhal New Zealand has· galnt:!c1 market 

12Report at Table 13. Imports from other countries have 
decreased during the period of investigation by almost the same 
amount that the market share held by domestic producers has 
increased. ThP.rP. has been no eviclence of record suggP.st iilg 
thal lhe decreoDc ln lmporl!J ft"om olher counl 1·i m: haD been due 
to barriers to P.11try. 
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share, it has done so at the expense of imports from South Africa or from 

countries not subject to investigation. These trends would be 

inconsistent with a finding of unfair price discrimination. Thus, my 

analysis of the factors indicates that a domestic industry in the United 

States is not injured or threatened with injury by reason of LTFV imports 

of low-fuming brazing copper wire and rod from Bew Zealand. 
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VIEWS OF COMMISSIONER LODWICK 

. . . 
I determine that an industry is not materially 

injured or threatene~ with material injury by reason of 

imports of low-fuming brazing copper wire and rod (LFBR) 

from New Zealand which the Department of Commerce has 

determined to be sold at less than fair value. I find 

neither material injury to the domestic industry nor·a 

causal connection between the condition of the domestic 

industry and the subject imports. Cumulating imports from 

South Africa with the subject imports does not change my 

determination. 

. , 
LIKE PRODUCT AND DOMESTIC INDUSTRY 

~ . ' . 

The imported product which is the.subject of this 

investigation is low-fuming copper brazing rod and wire, 

principally of ~opper and zinc alloy, whether bare or 

flux-coated. I find one like product, including both bare 

and flux-coated LFB~. In turn I find the domestic 

industry to be the domestic producers of bare LFBR and the 

domestic producers of flux-coated LFBR. The question 
• . : . : t 

arises as to whether domestic flux-coaters that import 

bare rod should be eliminated from the domestic industry 
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as related parties. As a practical matter, the question 

is moot. The data provided by non-integrated firms that 

flux-coat imported bare LfBR is so limited that the 

analysis of material injury is necessarily based on the 

condition of firms that either produce bare or bare and 

flux-coated LfBR. 

CHARACTERISTICS Of THE Lf BR MARKET 

The LfBR market possesses certain specific 

characteristics which affect the analysis of injury and 

causation. first, LfBR accounts for a minimal share of 

the sales from establishments within which LfBR is 

produced. 1 LfBR is not a main. product line, but rather 

is more of a convenience item so that vendors can provide 

a fuller range of supplies and accommodate customers. As 

a result, the significance of operating resu~ts and 

capacity utilization for LfBR production is lessened~ and 

the importance of o~erall establishment results and 

investment in LfBR activities is increased. 

Second, LFBR gene~ally accounts fQr a small ~hare in 

a larger package of purchases from vendors .by end users. 

lReport at A-17. 
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Decisions to purchase lFBR are largely determined by what 

other orders. are bein9 made,,and purchasers have stated 

that the price pf L~BR a~one would not be significant 

2 enough to c.au·se_ a .Purcha.ser to change vendors. 

Clearly, this characteristic diminishes the significance 

of pricing information. More broadly, these two 

characteristics raise. th~ issue of how. relevant any action 

on the _supply side is to .the condition of the LFBR. 
' 

industry. 

NO MATERIAL INJURY , 

Consumption of .LFBR ~s ~enerally regarded as being in 

a long term de~line. Dur~ng the period of investigation, 
, .· . 

from January 1982 t~~ough June 1985, apparent consumption 

fluctuated ~idel' but with no particular trend. 3 Depite 

this lackluster demand, responses .to Commission 
! . • . 

questionn~ires s~o~ t~at .between 1982 and the twelve month 

period from July 1984 to June 1985 (the period with the 

most current available data) domestic production and net 

sales roughly ·dqubl~d, capacity grew considerably, and 

2Report at A-38-3 9. 
3Report at A-10. 

'J. 
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4 employment, as measured by hours worked, rose. 

Further, the mar·ket share of the do.mes tic industr.y 

(excluding domestically flux-coated LFBR made from 

imported bare LFBR). grew by approximately two thirds, and · 

reached a majority ~osition. 5 

LFBR operations did report losses and capacity 

utilization- was low. However~ as previously noted, the 

significance of these results is limited.· Conversely, 

overall establishment operating income rose, ·and 

substantial LFBR production cap~city was added. Capital 

investment in the LFBR industry was substantial relative 

to the value of fixed assets employed in the domestic 

industry. 6 Finally, in 1983 an importer became a 

domestic producer. The firm is· now a major domestic 

producer, and in fact acquired a large.importer in 1984 

which now performs domestic production activities for 

•t 7 1 . 

Based on the prec~ding discussion, I find no material 

injury to the domestic industry. 

4Report at A-11-20. 
SReport at A-27. 
6Report at A·-20. 
7Report at A-7-8. 
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NO CAUSAL CONNECTION 

Imports from New Zealand, as well. as combined imports 

from New Zealand and .. South Africa, were higher during 

July 1984-June 1985 than dur.ing .1982. ··though the highest 

levels were achi•ved du~ing 1983. However, imports from 

New Zealand a~ a share. of domestic shipments (excluding 

domestically.flux-coated LFBR made from imported bare 

LFBR) dropped dramatically to.only about two thirds cif the 

1982 proportion by July 1984-June 1.985. ·.This. result is 

not materially changed i~ imports from South Africa are 

cumulated with the New Zealand product. In other words, 

the domestic industry considerably improved its market 

position relative to the subject·imports. 8 

,. 

Petitioners' primary argument apparently is that 

non-integrated flux-coaters that import bare LFBR could 

have purchased the bare.:LFBR from integrated domestic 

producers of ·bare and~flux-coated LFBR. Any,desire-by the 

flux-coaters for another source of supply·is· c.· 

understandable. Quite apart from this, , however, ·.the 

appropriate· level. at .which to assess import· competition. 

8Report at A~12-13, 27. 
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from New iealand is the point at which these imports 

actually ~ompete with the domestic product for sales to 

consumers. Pricing. data t~ LFBR consumers at the same 

level of distribution does not ~ndicate underselling b~ 

imports .. In fact, the. imported material on average 

gener~lly ou~rs~lls the dome~tic product. 9 Further, as 

previously noted the significance Qf price in this 

inuesti~~tion is limitedi (Nonethel~ss the pricing data 

is consistent with the domestic jndustry gaining market 

p~siti~n rela~ive t~ the subject i~port~.) 

Based -0n the domestic industry's investment, 

expansion, and growing market position, in the context of 

the characteristiis ~f th~s industry I find no material 

injury by reason of the subject imports. 

NO THREAT 

The pr~vious results certainly suggest no threat to 

.the domestic indust~y. Ho~~uer, in assessing threat the 

condition of the foreign industry is also consid~red. The 

capacity ~f the New.Ze~larid industry is.asserted ~o be 

fully utilized, and· shipments other than to the ~.S. have 

9Report ~t A-27-32. 
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increased modestly. Importer inventories in the U.S. have 

risan, but only fractionally, and the ratio of importer 

stocks to imports is below the ratio of domestic stocks to 

shipments. Clearly nothing suggests a real or imminent 

threat to the U.S. industry. lO 

lOReport at A-21.· 
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INFORMATION OBTAINED IN THE INVESTIGATION 

Introduction 

On February 19, 1985, countervailing duty and antidumping petitions were 
filed with the U.S. International Trade Conunission and the U.S. Department of 
Conunerce by counsel on behalf of American Brass Co., Rolling Meadows, ·IL; 
Century Brass Products, Inc., Waterbury, CT; and Cerro Metal Products, Inc., 
Bellefonte, PA. The petitions alleged that an industry in the United States 
is materially injured and is threatened with material injury by reason of 
imports from France, New Zealand, and South Africa of low-fuming brazing 
copper wire and rod 11 upon which bounties or grants are alleged to be paid, ZI 
and imports from France, New Zealand, and South Africa of low-fuming brazing 
copper wire and rod which are allegedly sold in the United States at less than 
fair value (LTFV). Accordingly, the Conunission instituted preliminary 
investigations (Nos. 701-TA-237 and 238 (Preliminary) and Nos. 731-TA-245-247 
(Preliminary)) under the provisions of the Tariff Act of 1930 (the Act) to 
determine whether there is a reasonable indication that an industry in the 
United States is materially injured, or is threatened with material injury, .or 
the establishment of an industry in the United States is materially retarded, 
by reason of imports of such merchandise into the United States. 

At the time the petitions were filed, New Zealand was a "country under 
the Agreement" within the meaning of section 70l(b) of the Act; therefore, an 
injury determination by the Conunission was required. Effective April 1, 1985, 
however, the Office of the United States Trade Representative terminated New 
Zealand's status as a "country under the Agreement." Accordingly, the 
Conunission terminated its countervailing duty investigation. 

As a result of its preliminary investigations, the Conunission, on April 
5, 1985, notified Conunerce that there was a reasonable indication that an 
industry in the United States was materially injured by reason of imports from 
New Zealand and South Africa of low-fuming brazing copper wire and rod which 
were alleged to be sold in the United States at LTFV. The Conunission further 
determined 11 that there was no reasonable indication that an industry in the 
United States was materially injured or threatened with material injury, or 
that the establishment of an industry in the United States was materially 
retarded, by reason of imports from France of low-fuming brazing copper wire 
and rod which were alleged to be subsidized by the Government of France and to 
be sold in the United States at LTFV. !I 

11 For purposes of this investigation, low-fuming brazing copper wire and 
rod covers· brazing wire and rod, of copper, whether or not flux-coated, 
provided for in items 612.62, 612.72, and 653.15 of the Tariff Schedules of 
the United States (TSUS). 

ZI Inasnruch as South Africa is not a signatory to the General Agreement on 
Tariffs and Trade- (GATT) Subsidies Code, the Conunission was not required to 
make an injury determination. 

11 Conunissioner Lodwick dissenting. 
!I Low-Fuming Brazing Copper Wire and Rod From France, New Zealand, and 

South Africa: Determinations of the Conunission in Investigations Nos. 
701-TA-237 and 731-TA-245-247 (Preliminary) ... , USITC Publication 1673, 
April 1985. 
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On August 2, 1985, Commerce published in the Federal Register (50 F.R. 
31405) its preliminary determination that imports of low-fuming brazing copper 
wire and rod from New Zealand are being, or are likely to be, sold in the 
United States at LTFV within the meaning of section 733 of the Act (19 U.S.C. § 
1673b). As a result of Commerce's affirmative preliminary determination of 
LTFV sales from New Zealand, the Commission instituted investigation No. 
731-TA-246 (Final), effective August 2, 1985, under section 735(b) of the Act 
(19 U.S. C. 16 7 3d Cb)) • to determine whether an industry in the Uni led States is 
materially injured or is threatened with material injury, or whether the 
establislunent of an industry in the United States is materially retarded, by 

_reason.of LTFV imports from New Zealand of low-fuming brazing copper wire and 
rod. Upon request by petitioners, Commerce extended the date for its prelim
inary determination in the investigation of LTFV sales from South Africa by 
publishing a notice in the Federal Register on July 16, 1985 (50 F.R. 28826). !I 

Notice of the institution of the Commission's final investigation and a 
public hearing to be held in connection therewith was given by posting copies 
of the notice in the Office of the Secretary, U.S. International Trade 
Commission, Washington, DC, and by publishing the notice in the Federal Register 
of August 21, 1985 (50 F.R. 33859). £1 

On August 5, 1985, Commerce published in the Federal Register (50 F.R. 
31638) its final determination that certain benefits which constitute bounties 
or grants are being provided to manufacturers, producers, or exporters in Bew 
Zealand of low-fuming brazing copper wire and rod. The subsidy margin 
calculated by Commerce is 7. 03 percent ad valorem for the' review period and 
9.17 percent ad valorem for duty deposit purposes. 11 

On September 23, 1985, Commerce published in the Federal Register (50 F.R. 
38567) its preliminary affirmative determination that imports of low-fuming 
brazing copper wire and rod from South Africa are being, or are likely to be, 
sold in the United States at LTFV within the meaning of section 733 of the Act 
(19 u.s.c. § 1673b). If the investigation proceeds normally, Commerce will 
make its final determination by December 2, 1985. 

On October 21, 1985, the Comrnission received notice of Commerce's final 
determination that imports of low-fuming brazing copper wire and rod from Bew 
Zealand are being sold at LTFV. Commerce found that the weighted-average 
margin was 26.93 .percent. !I A public hearing was held by the Comrnission in 
connection with this investigation on October 17, 1985, in Washington, DC. ~/ 
The briefing and vote was held on November 20, 1985. 

!I A copy of- Comrnerce's extension notice is presented in app. A. 
£1 A copy of the Commission• s institution notice is p·resented in app. B. 
11 Also on Aug. 5, 1985, Comrnerce published (50 F.R. 31642) its final 

determination that no benefits that constitute bounties or grants within the 
meaning of the countervailing duty law are being provided to manufacturers, 
producers, or exporters in the Republic of South Africa of low-fuming brazing 
copper wire and rod. As noted earlier in the report, South Africa is not a 
signatory to the GATT Subsidies Code; therefore, the Commission was not 
required to make a preliminary injury determination. 

!/ A copy of Comrnerc~'s notice, as published in the Federal Register of Oct. 
21, 1985 (50 F.R. 42580), is presented in app. A. 

~I A list of the witnesses who appeared at the hearing is listed in app. C. 
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The Product 

Description and uses · 

Low-fuming brazing copper wire and. rqd is .a.gen~ral-purpose ~elding 
material used almost exclusively: to bond dis'simiia~ metal c.omponent~ 
together. It is use'd in the manuflicture of such items ai;; agr.icultural tools, 
bicycle frames, wheelchairs, and metal furniture. Equipment maintenance and 
repair is another major _area where_ this .. product .i~ used .. Brazing produces a 
coalescence of mate~ial~ by heating a filler metal that liquifies at a 
temperature above ·450 ·degrees c ( 840 degrees F) .- · The filler· metal is 
distributed between the. surfaces of. the Joint.by capillary attraction. In the 
brazing process, only the,.filler metal; .not.the .base metals being joined, is 
melted by heating ~ith_ an oxyacetylene· brazing apparatus. -- Brazing differs 
from soldering in that soldering employs• a fill·er·metal. ·which liqitifies below 
450 degrees Celsius. 

Low-fuming brazing material is one of five major types of nonferrous, 
copper-based alloy brazing filler metals, the others beingcsilicon bronze, 
nickel silver, deoxidized copper, and phosphor bronze. The low-fuming type is 
estimated by industry sources·to account for·80percent of the voiume of such 
brazing materials consumed in· the United States. "" ·· · !- ,,. 

'"'',~ :~ :·,=~·' ~~ 

Basically, a copper-zinc alloy,· 11- low--fuming bfaiing ·-material is 
produced according to standard chemical compoSitions de·sign'ated by the Copper 
Development Association (CDA) . -- l'Wo · grades are sol~- .in t}\e· ·un,i ted , states, CDA 
680 and CDA 681. CDA 680 is distinguished" from CDA~ 681 by: t,,he former' s 'nickel 

' • .• • • -. - t - •.. . • • ; . • 

content of between 0 • 20 and 0. 80 percent. . Nickel en_sure~ a m.ore -
wear...:resistant weld and also ena'ble"s the 'br~~ing m~ter.ial, to flow more 
freely. Otherwise, 'the· two grades have v~ry; si~ii'ai- chemistries, as shown in 
the tabulation below (in P.ercent): · · · · -

CDA Aliot 6SO 

56.0-60.0 
.05 

_- .25-1.25. 
. 75-.1.10 

42.19-35.64 
.20-.80 

.01 
.01-.50 
.04-.15 

.50 

) .... 

;~ . ,. ~·- ..... 

·, J. 

Element_ 

. Coppe~ 
- L_ead. • · , 

Iron_ 
_ l'in 

Zinc 
Nickel 
A.luminum _ 

. Manganese -
··Silicon · " 

All other' 

. :.... 

. .. ;··: 

.~ .• . 

CDA Alloy 681-

56.0-60.0 
.05 

. 25-1. 25 -

. 75-1.10 
42; 39-36 .·44 

.01 
-.Ol.-.50 
:04-.t5 

.50 

Low-fuming brazing·materi81 may be· sold 'in coiled ~i.r~. or rod form, but 
it is chiefly sold as cut:....to-length rod·. · The major sizes are 18-inch and 

' , . ' . ' . - ; ~ ' . 

]/ The family of alloys in which low-fuming material is inclµded is also 
known as "manganese bronzes:. " 
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36-inch lengths, with 118-inch, 3/32-inch, and 3/16-inch diameters most 
conunon. Approximatelf SS to 60 percent of brazing rod is sold with a· chemical · 
flux-coating. !I Flux-c9ating the rod saves time and labor as the rod does 
not have to be lifted from the weld to be dipped in flux. Flux may also be 
applied to the rod during the brazing operation by dipping the rod into flux 
or by gas-fluxing, when the brazer applies flux through the brazing apparatus. 
Gas-fluxing is limited in its applications to small areas such as the welding 
step in-an assembly line. 

The growing use of robotics and changes in teclmology are shrinking the 
demand for low-fuming brazing wire and rod in some of its traditional 
markets. ~/ In the early 1980's, the automobile repair business began 
requiring steel welding wire in repair work instead of low-fuming brazing 
materials. In the furniture industry, aluminum has become more popular, which 
has also decreased demand in that market. Due to changing market conditions, 
some processors have diversified their product lines to remain competitive 
with the larger integrated producers. 

Manufacturing processes 

The first step in the production of low-fuming brazing material is the 
melting of the raw materials in an electric furnace to produce a molten 
material with the required chemistry. Brazing rod manufacturers generally buy 
copper on the spot market from dealers and producers at prices that reflect 
the price of copper as traded on the London Metal Exchange (LHE) and the Bew 
York Commodity Exchange (COllEX). This material is then cast into ingots 
(typically 4 to 14 inches in diameter), which are subsequently cut to length 
into billets. Af.ter cooling, the billets are reheated in a furnace to 
extrusion temperature and then fed into an extruder where they are reduced in · 
diameter. Wext, the extryded material is cold drawn through a die or series 
of dies to further reduce t~e material to finished size. Cold drawing also 
strengthens the material. . ~ter drawing, the material is annealed to increase 
softness (so it can be further worked).and pickled in sulfuric acid. Pickling 
is followed by a rinse to ~ve the oside scale that forms during the drawing 
process. The drawing, ann~aling, an~ pickling operations are repeated until 
the material reaches its finished size (typically 1/8-inch or 3/32-inch in 
diameter). The finished rod is th~ sent either to a straightener, where it 
is straightened and cut to lengtb. (typically 18-inch or 36-inch lengths), or 
is oiled on a coi1er. TJ\e ~ut-to-length material is then chamfered to remove 
burrs .. and sharp edges.· The rod may .then be sold as an uncoated product, or. 
may be coated with flux in an extrusion press, after which it is dried on 
racks. 

!I Host metals and alloys· tend to form oxide scale on the surface when 
exposed to the atmosphere. This tendency increases as the temperature is 
raised, so a flux material is applied to protect the surfaces to be brazed. 
The flux must completely cover and protect the filier metal until the brazing 
temperature is. reached. ;•Recommended fluxes should be used in their proper 
temperature rat\ges and on the materials for which they are designed. Host 
brazing fluxes are proprietary mixtures of· several ingredients. · Ingredients 
of brazing fluxes include chlorides, fluorides, fluoroborates, borax, borates, 
boric acid, wetting agents, and water. 

!I Transcript of the public hearing, pp. 54 and 55. 
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U.S. tariff treatment 

Imports of low-fuming brazing copper wire and rod subject to this 
investigation are classified and reported for tariff and statistical purposes 
under items 612.6205 (rod), 612.7220 (wire), and 653.1500 (flux-coated wire or 
rod) of the Tariff Schedules of the United States Annotated (TSUSA). The 
current column 1 or most-favored-nation (MFN) rates of duty, l/ final 
concession rates granted under the Tokyo round of the Multilateral Trade 
Negotiati9ns (MTN), rates of duty for imports from least developed developing 
countries (LDDC's) enumerated in general headnote 3(e)(vi), and column 2 duty 
rates are shown in table 1. Imports of the subject products are eligible for 
duty-free treatment, if from designated beneficiary countries under the 
Generalized System of Preferences (GSP) and the Caribbean Basin Economic 
Recovery Act (CBERA), or if from Israel under the United States-Israel Free 
Trade Area Agreement. 

Nature and Extent of Sales at LTFV 

Commerce's final determination that imports of low-fuming brazing copper 
wire and rod from New Zealand are being sold in the United States at LTFV was 
published in the Federal Register of October 21, 1985. 

To determine whether sales of the subject merchandise in the United 
States were made at LTFV, Commerce compared the U.S. price with the foreign 
market value. Commerce used the purchase price to represent.the U.S. price 
since the product was sold to unrelated purchasers prior to importation into 
the United States. The purchase price was based on the c.i.f. packed 
price to unrelated customers in the United .states. The foreign market value 
was based on sales of the product in the home market. Commerce· calculated the 
foreign market value on the basis of ex-railhead or delivered prices to 
unrelated purchasers. 

The margins calculated by Commerce ranged from 19.5 percent ad valorem to 
38.5 percent ad valorem and the weighted-average margin was 26~93 percent ad 
valorem. Accordingly, as of October 21, 1985, Commerce directed the U.S. 
Customs to continue to suspend liquidation of all entries of low-fuming 
brazing copper wire and rod from New Zealand that are entered, or withdrawn 
from warehouse, for consumption, on or after August 2, 1985, and to collect a 
cash deposit or bond equal to the calculated weighted-average margin of the 
entered value of the merchandise. Article VI.5 of the GATT provides that 
"(n]o product ... shall be subject to both antidumping and countervailing 
duties to compensate for the same situation of dumping or export 
subsidization." The Act (19 u.s.c. § 1677a(d)(2)(D)) provides for increasing 
the purchase price by the amount of any countervailing duty imposed on the 

• 
ll KFN rates are applicable to imported products from all countries except 

those Conununist countries and areas enumerated in general headnote 3(d) of the 
TSUS. However, these r~tes do not apply to products of LDDC's or Israel or to 
articles afforded preferential treatment pursuant to the GSP or CBERA, under 
the special rate of duty column. The People's Republic of China, Yugosl~via, 
Romania, and Hungary are the only Communist countries now afforded MFN 
treatment. 
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TSUS 
item 
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612.62 

612.72 
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Table !.~Low-fuming brazing copper wire and rod: U.S. rates of 
duty, as of Jan. 1, 1980, Jan. 1, 1985, and Jan. 1, 1987 

(Cents per pound; percent ad valorem) 

Rate of Duty '};_/ 

Description Col. 1 

~Jan. 1, 1980;Jan. 1, 1985;Jan. 1, 1987~ 
LDDC 

:Wrought rods, of 
copper: 

Brass 
:Wire, of copper: 

Other than nickel: 
silver 

Not metal coated 
or plated. 

:Wire rods, etc., of 
base metal, coated 
with flux, used 
for brazing of 
metal or metallic 
carbides: 

-: 

Other than lead
tin solders. 

1.1 i~5% 

8/ o. 7r/. 
11/ 5.8% 

4.4% 

4/ 2.3% . 5/ 2.2% 2_/ 2.2% 

+ 8/ 0.2r/. + 9/ 4% 1:2_/ 4% 
12/ 4.5% 

1.3% Free Free 

. . . . . . . . . . . 

Col. 2 

9% 

28% 

35% 

it Rites of duty tor Tariff Schedules of the United States (TSUS) items 612.62 and 612.72 ar 
divided into column 1-a and column 1-b rates of duty. Column 1-a rates apply when the market 
price of copper is 24 cents or more per pound. Column 1-b rates apply when the market price o 
copper is under 24 cents per pound •. 

2/ Includes TSUSA item 612.6205. 
J/ Col. 1-a rate. col. 1-b rate was 0.9r/. on copper content + 0.9¢. 
4/ Col. 1-a rate. Col. 1-b rate is o. Br/. on copper content + O.Br/.. 
~I Col. 1-a rate. Col. 1-b·rate will be 0.8¢ on copper content+ 0.8¢. 
61 Col. 1-a rate. Col. 1-b rate is 0.8¢ on copper content + 0.8¢. · 
7/ Includes TSUSA item 612.7220. 
S/ On copper content. 
9/ Col. 1-a r~te. Col. 1-b rate will be 0.6¢ on copper content + 3.5%. 

10/ Col. 1-a rate. Col. 1-b rate is 0.6¢ on copper content + 3.5%. 
Tr/ Col. 1-a rate. Col. 1-b rate was 0.9r/. on copper content + 5.7%. 
121 Col. 1-a rate. Col. l~b rate is 0.7¢ on copper content+ 4.1%. 

! . ::• .. '• .::, 

0 
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merchandise. Since dumping duties cannot be assessed on the portion of the 
margin attributable to export subsidies, there is no cash deposit or bond for 
that amount, which is 9.17 percent ad valorem. The a~ount of the counter
vailing duty is subtracted from the dumping margin for cash deposit or bonding 
purposes. 

U.S. Producers 

For purposes of this report, the U.S. low-fuming brazing copper wire and 
rod industry is defined as those companies that produce bare w.ire and rod. 
These companies cast, extrude, and draw the low-fuming material to its final 
dimensions. The following tabulation, compiled from data obtained in response 
to the Commission's questionnaires, lists the four U.S. producers and each 
firm's capacity and share of total U.S. production of iow-fuming brazing 
copper wire and rod in 1984: 

Capacity 
Firm (l,000 pounds) 

J.W. Harris Corp---~---------- *** 
Cerro Metal Products, Inc---~- *** 
Century Brass Products, Inc-~- .*** 
American Brass Co--------'----- ·*** 

Total------------------- *** 

.Share of U.S. 
production 
(percent) 

*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 

J.W. Harris Corp. began production of CDA 681 low-fuming brazing copper 
rod at its plant in Cincinnati, OH, in January 1983. Prior to that time, J.W. 
Harris bought wire and rod * * *• and then cut, coated, and packaged the 
product for sale. In addition to low-.fuming brazing.material, J.W. Har:"ris 
produces a full range of brazing and soldering alloys, along with brazing and 
soldering fluxes. J.W. Harris also serves as a major distributor of welding 
materials to retail outlets; . In' October· 1984, .. Harris acquired Unibraze Corp., 
which imported and flux-coated· bare· rod prior t.o ·its acquisition by Harris. 

Cerro Metal Products, ·Inc., a division of the Harmon Group, Inc.,· 
produces both CDA 680 and CDA 681 low-fuming brazing copper rod !I at its 
plant in Bellefonte, PA. Cerro· is one.of two U.S. producers with flux-coating 
capabilities and is the only producer to flux-coat CDA 680 rod. ~/ In 
addition to low-f1Jming brazing rod, (;erro produces such brazing alloys as 
naval bronze, nickel silver, and silicon br6nze. i1 However, Cerro's major 
product groups include brass and-bronze rods, wires, and .shapes; brass, 
bronze, and aluminum forgings; and automatic screw machine parts of brass. 

1/ * * *· 
'!::./ The petitioners requested that the product scope of the investigation 

include flux-coated, as well as bare, wire and rod in order to avoid 
circumvention of any order that might result from the investigation 
(transcript of the hearing, pp. 9 and 10, and posthearing brief, p. 1). 
Petitioners also requested tha·t ·both CDA '680 ·and CDA 681 alloys be included. 
There doesn't appear to be· any imports of·CDA 680. 
ll Low-fuming brazing rod accounts for 1 to 2 percent of Cerro's total 

production, transcript of the hearing, p. 35. 
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·Like Cerro, Century·Brass Products, Inc., located in Waterbury, CT, has 
been a producer of a wide range of ln"ass products of both CDA 680 and CDA 681 
alloy, inc·luding brass strip, wire. rod, and tubes. Century has produced 
* * *.; i.t,s . * * *. Century has no f lux-coat<ing operations, * * *. On Karch 5, 
1985, Century announced the closing of its Metals Division after the United 
Auto Workers (UAW) refused to grant wage and benefit concessions. Century 
officials said the company had been hurt by cheap imports and by several 
strikes by workers in recent years. -Due-to the closing of its brazing 
operations, Century was unable to provide data for January-June 1985. 

. American Brass Co.. a division of ARCO Metals Co.', has produced a full 
line-of brass, copper and ·alloy rods, wire, and extruded shapes at its 

; Ansonia. CT. plant. Produ_ction of low-fuming brazing copper wire and rod 
* * * . In 1985 9 American temporarily ceased production of' low-fuming brazing 
rod.. !/· Like Century. ·American has no flux-coating· equipment. 

As indicat.ed above, two of the four wire and· rod producers, Cerro and 
J.W. Harris, have flux-coating operations. In addition to these two 
companies,. there are four other U.S. companies,'},/ which are known as 
processors, who flux-coat bare brazing rod. These companies buy bare rod, 
primarily from imported sources, add the flux-coating on their·own equipment, 
and sell the product most,t.y to, master distributors or retailers. * * * 
consider themselves to be U.S. manufacturers of flux-coated low-fuming brazing 
copper rod. 11 A third processor, * * *, does not consider itself to be a 
producer of the product. · 

U.S. Importers 

... The net import file maintained by the U.S. Customs Service-.identified 10 · 
imp9r.ters of 19w-fuming brazing copper wire and rod (under TSUSA item 612.6205 
only)· from-New Zealand during October 1982 through June 1985. Four -companies 
accounte~ for almost*~~ percent of .total imports during the period. !I All 

.. f~ur are.processors with flux-coating capabilities that sell the brazing 
material to master: distributors, such as industrial gas firms. and to .· . 
retailers (welding supply houses). ***•purchases*** of its bare rod 
from New Zea,t.and, of which ~ * * percent is flux-coated in its ·plant and 
resold to· master-distributors and retailers. ***was ·the largest importer 
from New Zealand during the period accounting for * * ·* percent of total · 
imports. The next largest .importers were*·* *• and*.* *• accounting for 

., !I.- Transcrip~ of the· public hearing. pp. 7 and 31. 
i1 * * * stated that it has the capability to flux-coat rod but has not 

·processed, any to ·date. 
11 Petitioners argue that any company that purchases all of its bare low-

. fuming brazing rod and does no more ~han flux-coat the rod should not be 
considered a U. s-.. producer of the product under investigation (transcript of 
the hearing, pp. 10.and 11). Counsel for KcKechnie (the New Zealand· firm tliat 
accounts for all export~ to the United States) argues that the processors are 
part of th~ industry because flux-coating is a manufacturing process of the 
finishe~ product and that the value added by the flux-coating is substantial 
(transcript of the hearing, pp. 68 and 70-80, and posthearing brief, pp. 2-3 ). 

!I·* * *·. 
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***percent and*** percent of total imports ~espectively. ·* * * imports 
* * * from New Zealand. Six of the ten import~rs li~ted in the net import 
file*** of low-fuming brazing copper wire and rod from-New Zealand during 
the pericid (all in late 1983 or early.1984). 

. ... 
Counsel for the New Zealand-~espondent ma~ntai~s that_ petitioners have 

not sold low-fuming brazing rod to Thermacote-Welco in 10 years, and that it 
is the U.S. producers' rising cost structure and outdated sales approach that 
has caused any injury. !I Counsel for petitioners maintains that they are 
capable of supplying the market at all levels of distribution and that Cerro 
continues to sell CDA 680 alloy to Thermacote. 

The U.S. Market .. , 
.. ' 

Channels of distribution 

The U.S. d_istribution system for low-fuming brazing copper wire and rod 
has five tiers: producers, processors, master:distributors, welding supply 
houses (retailers), and end users. The producers tnanufacture the wire, the 
bulk of which is cut into rod lengths by the producers themselves. The. rod 
may be. flux-coated or left bare, and it is then boxed and shipped. The bare 
rod is packed in boxes, whereas, the flux-coated rod is typically pl~ced in 
10-pound tubes for protection and then packed in 50-pound boxes for.shipment. 
For the petitioning firms, most of the rod is shipped to master distributors. 
Cerro·sells exclusively to master distributors. There are approximately 10 
large master distributors, including industrial gas firms such as the Linde 
Division of Union Carbide, £1 which sell gas, brazing rods, and other welding 
supplies-and equipment to retailers. Kost of the retailers, in turn, sell to· 
end users. Some retailers purchase cut flux~coated rod which they then 
repackage and sell to distributors, franchises, and end users. For the-newest 
U.S. producer, J.W. Harris, sales to master distributors and processors 
constitute a very small portion of total rod sales; most of the firm's 
low-fuming brazing rods are sold to its subsidiary, Unibraze, or directly to 
retailers. 'J.I · · 

Kost of the imported brazing wire and rod is imported by processors. 
These processors also buy some U.S. -produced wire and rod .. · . J. W. Harris 
testified at the hearing that the processors are the largest market segment 
for sales of low-fuming. brazing copper wire and. rod.~/ .The processors cut, 
flux-coat, ~/ and package rod for sale to master distributors or to retailers. 

!I Respondents' posthearing brief, pp. 8-10. 
£! In June 1985, the Linde Division was sold to L-Tec Welding & Cutting 

Systems. 
'J.I Transcript of the public hearing, pp. 27 and 28. 
!I Ibid, p. 47. 
~I All imported wire and rod is bare (wire in coiled form is never coated). 

The coated product is susceptible to chipping in shipping over. long 
distances. However, petitioners questioned this statement at the hearing (see 
transcript, pp. 32 and 33). Also, some end users prefer to hand dip the rod 
in flux, so importing bare rod allows more flexibility in selling the product 
(see transcript, p. 11). 
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The majority of their sai~s are to retailers. Kost processors also do 
flux-coating for other companies on a private label.basis . 

. The petitioners argue that the processors and master distributors are 
basically at the same level in the distribution process and that it is at this 
level of distribution· that the most serious competition with imported 
low-fuming brazing rod takes place . . !I 

Apparent U.S. consumption 

Apparent U.S. consumption of low-fuming brazing copper wire and rod rose 
from*** pounds in 1982 to*** pounds in 1983 (table 2). Consumption 
decreased in 1984, to * * * pounds, or * * * percent below the 1982 level. 
Apparent consumption increased from * * * pounds during January-June 1984 to 
* * * pounds in the corresponding period of 1985, or by * * * percent. 

· Table 2. --Low-fuming brazing copper wire and rod: U.S. producers' do~estic 
shipments, imports for consumption, and apparent·consumption; 1982-84, · 
January-June 1984, and January-June 1985 11 

: ·Producers' . Apparent 
Ratio to 

consumption of--
Year Imports shipments · · · consumption 

21 
Pro~ucers' : 
shipments · Imports 

.• 
1982-----------: 
1983-----------: 
1984..,--:---------: 
Jan.-June-- • 

1984---------:. 
1985---------: 

__ :._ _______ ·..:.--1, 000 pounds---------- · : 

*** : *** *** : 
*** : *** *** : 
***': *** *** ·: 

*** *** . *** 
*** *** *** 

: 

_____ _; __ Percent------

*** 
*** 
*** 

*** 
*** . 

" *** 
*** 
*** 

*** 
*** 

ll J.W. Harris' data are reported on a fiscal year basis for 1983 and 1984, 
ending -Kar. 31, an" on a calendar year basis fo~ January-June 1984 and 
January-June 1985. . 

£1 These data include intracompany shipments of rod from J.W." Harris to 
Unibraze, as well as rod that was produced and flux-coated domestically; they 
·do not include imported material that was flux-coated in.the United states . 

. Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the 
u.s. International Trade commission. 

ll Posthearing brief, pp. 5-6. 
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Cc>ns~deration. of .Allege" .Material Injury to an 
· · . Industry ·in the United States 

U.S. production, capacity, and capacity utilization · 
. . . 

U.S. production of low-fuming brazing copp~r wire and rod increased from 
* * * pounds i.n 1982 to * * * pounds ·in 1984 (table 3). Production increased 
from * * * pounds during January.-June 1984 to * *. * pounds in the 
corresponding period of 1985, or by * * * percent. Rod acco.unted for the bulk 
of production; its share of production grew steadily from * * * percent in 
1982 to * * * percent in 1984, and. accounted for all production during 
January-June 1985. J.W. Harris and Cerro reported that * * *percent and 
* * * percent respectively, of their .rod production is. flux-coated. 

Production capacity increased nearly * * * percent during 1982-84, rising 
from*** pounds in 1982 to** *·pounds in 1984. The startup of domestic 
production by J.W. Harris in January 1983 ac~ounts for the· higher capacity 

Table 3.--Low-fuming brazing copper wire and rod: U.S .. production, capacity, 
and capacity utilization, 1982-84,. January,-June 1984, and January-June 1985 

1982 January-June--
Item 1983 1984 .. .!/ 1984 1985 

Wire: 
Production-------1,000 pounds--: *** : ·***· *** *** *** 
Capacity-----------------do----: *** *** *** *** *** 
Capacity utilization--percent--: *** *** *** *** *** 

Rod: ~/ 

Production----:-.---1, 000 pounds--: *** .. *** *** *** *** 
Capacity----------------~do---~: *** *** . *** *** *** 
Capacity utilization--percent--: *** • . *** ·*** *** *** .. 

Total: ~/ .. •. 

Production~------1,000 pound.s--: *** *** *** *** *** 
Capacity----:-:-- --:-----.----do--.-;--: *** *** *** *** *** 
Capacity utilization--percent--: *** *** *** ·*** *** 

.!I Since _J.W. Harris began production in 1~83, it is- not inclµded in data 
for 1982. Also, Harris' data are reported on a- fiscal year basis for 1983 and 
1984, ending Mar. 31, and on a calen~ar year basis for January-:-June 1984 and 
January-June 1985. , 

~I These data include rod that· was produced and flux-coated domestically; 
they do not include imported material that was flux-coated in the United 
States by the producers or processors. 

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the 
U.S. International Trade Commission. 
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levels in 1983·and 1984. Production capacity decreased from*** pounds 
during January-June 1984 to·* * * pounds in the corresponding period of 1985, 
or by*** percent. The decrease is due both to J.W. Harris' beginning 
production of other alloys on its low-fuming brazing copper wire and rod 
equipment and to Century closing its brazing mill operations in 1985. 
Capacity utilization rose from * * * percent in 1982 to * * * perce~t in 1983, 
then declined to * * * percent in·1984. Conversely, capacity utilization 
increased from * * * percent during January-June 1984 to * * * percent in the 
corresponding period of 1985. 

* * * processors, * * *, reported that their capacity to flux-coat 
brazing rod increased from * * * pounds in 1982 to * * * pounds in 1984 (not 
included in table 3). This increase is due to the entry of*** as a 
processor of the flux-coated product in 1984. Prior to 1984, * * * 
flux-coated most of*** rod. The** *'processors' share of total u.s. 
production of flux-coated brazing rod, as reported by all firms responding to 
the Commission's questionnaires***, decreased from*** percent in·1982 to 
* * * percent in 1984. Their share of production then increased from* * * 
percent during January-June 1984 to * * * percent in the corresponding period 
of 1985., ***share of· total low-fuming brazing copper wire and rod 
production was * * * percent in 1984 1 * * *, and then decreased from * * * 

.. Percen~ during January-June 1984 to * * * percent in the corresponding period 
.. of 1985. ***experienced a declining share of total production, decreasing 
·from* * * percent in 1982 to * * * percent in 1984. Its share decreased from 
· * * * percent during January-June 1984 to * * * percent in the corresponding 
per~od ·of 1985 .. 

U.S. producers' domestic shipments 

U.S. producers' total domestic shipments ·Of low-fuming brazing copper 
wire and rod increased steadily, from * * * pounds in 1982 to * * * pounds in 
1984,: or by*** percent (table 4). Again, the entry of J.W. Harris into 
domestic production accounts for the increases in 1983 and 1984. Total 
shipments increased from·*** pounds during January-June 1984 to*** pounds 
in the corresponding period of 1985, or by * * * percent. Shipments of 
flux-coated rod increased from * ~ * percent of total shipments in 1982 to 
* * * percent in 1984 and and then dropped to * * * percent during 
January-June 1985. · · 

Total domestic shipments of flux-coated rod by * * * (not included in 
table 4) increased from* * * pounds in 1982 to * * * pounds in 1984. Again 
·this was due to the * * * in 1984 as a processor of bare rod. Shipments 
continued to increase from * * * pounds during January-June 1984 to * * * 
pounds in the corresponding period of 1985. 
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Table 4.--Low-fuming brazing copper wire and_rod: .U.S. producers' domestic 
shipments, 1982..:...84, January-June 1984, and January-June i98'5 

F • • ' •. ~ ·, 

Item 

Wire shipments: 
Quantity-~1,000 pounds--: 

· Value-'--1,000 dollars--"'-:'· 
Unit value"--per pound---:' 

Rod shipments: ~/ • 
Qtfariti ty--1, 000 pounds--: 
Value---1,000 dollars----: 
Unit value---per pound--: 

Total shipments: }_I · : 
Quantity--1,000 pounds--: 
Value---1,000 dollars---: 
Unit value--per pound---: 

1982 !/ 

*** 
*** 
***" 

*** 
·*** 
*** 

*** 
*** 
*** 

: 
1983 

.. .. 
. : *** · .. : . 
: *** : .... 

*** 
. . . . 

*** 
*** .:.: . . . 
*** 

*** 
*** 
*** .::· .. 

: " 

1984 £/" . ' · ·January~June--

1984 1985 £1 
: .. 

**"*"':' *** *** 
"*** . . *** *** 
***'": *** : *** .. •· 

: .. 
***' .. . *** . . *** 
:*** .. ***" '. *** 
*** *** *** 

'*** *** *** 
*** *** *** 
*** *** *** 

!I Since J.W. Harris began production· in 1983, it ''is not included in data 
for 1982. Also, Harris' data are reported on a fiscal year basis for 1983 and 
1984, ending Kar. 31, and on a calen.dar year basis for January-June 1984 and 
January-June 1985. 

~/ These data include Harris• intracompanY tr_a_nsf ers of' :brazing rod. _to 
Uni.braze.· _ , 

,, ' ~/·These data' include rod· that was produce'd and flux-coated domestically; 
they do not include shipments of imported material that 'Wais flux-coatea·in the 
United States by the producers or processors. 

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to"que'sti.onnair"es of the 
U.S. International Trade Commission. 

·: }: ' 

.,. •",'",' 

· u. s •. producers• exports 

· .The * * * U.S. producers, * * itr', reported exj>orts of" brazing rod·.:: . 
ExportS increased from*** pounds in'1982'to *~*pounds· in.1,984." Exports 
declined from*** pounds during January-June i984 to·* *·•·poundsin the 
corresponding period of '1985, as·shown in the following tabulation:· 

• ·"t' 

Quantity Value 
" ~l i'OOO· (1,000 . unit ·value 

pounds) dollars) <eer pound> 

1982--------- *** *** *** 
1983---------- ***' *** *** 
-1984---:----"---. *** ' "*** *** 
Jan.-June--

1984---~---- *** **'*• '"*** 
.. 

*** 
.; 

1985-·------ ***" **'I{" 
.. -~ . 
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Included in the totals a:bove are exports reported by * ·* * of * * * pounds of 
fiux-coated rod,in 1983 and*** pounds in 'i984" to**·*· These exports 
decreased from * * * pounds during January-June 1984 to * * ~ pounds in the 
corresponding period of 1985. 

U.S. producers' inventories 

End-of-period inventories of low-fµming brazing copper wire.and 'rod, as 
reported by u. s. producers in response· to the commission •·s questionnaires, 
more tha1' dou~led between 1982 and 1983, from* * *'pounds to * * * pounds. 
A further increase 1 to * * * pounds, occurred in 1984. ·:Inventories· increased 
from* * * pounds as of June 30, 1984, to * * * pounds by June 30, 1985, as 
shown i1'.~ the following tabul.aUon (in. thousands of ·pounds):· ' · · 

.As of Dec. 31--
. '·: 1982-..:....:....:. _____ _ 

1983-...:. _______ _ 
1984---:_ ______ _ 

As of June 30-:--
· l 984-~.:..-~·--..: 

,· 1985-..:. _____ _ 

Inventories 

*** 
*** 
*** 

***· 
*** 

; 1- .. 

. ' ~ .. :.· 

Producers' end-of~period inventories as a share of.domestic .. snipments 
. were*** percent:in.1982, 'l\r'** percent.in 1983, ***percent ·in 1984, 
***percent during January-June 1984, and*** percent in the·corresponding 
·period of .January-June l.985. · ·'· 

Employment and wages 
,; I 

Production and related workers producing low-fuming brazing.copper.wire 
and rod for three p~oducers accounted for * * * percent of their total 
production and related workers producing all products during January-June 
1985. !I As shown in table 5, employment of workers·in the production of 
low-fuming brazing copper wire and rod increased * * * percent during 1982-84, 
from*** in 1982 to*·** in 1984. This increase·is attributabl'e entirely 
to J.W; Harris' entry into the· industry.' ~loyn\ent decreased slightly from 

· * * * wor~ers during January-June ·1984 to * * *'workers irf the corresponding 
period o'f 1985... Employment. of productlon workers . at * * *. increased.from 
* * * during January-June 1984 to * * * in the corresponding period of 1985. 
Employment of production workers at***• dropped from*·** in 1982 to*** 
during January-June 1985. ~_/ :There was no change in the number of production 
workers at* * * during 1982....:84. * * * 

Total hours worked increased from* * * in 1982 to * * * in 1984, and 
remained at * ·* * during January-June 1984 and January-June 1985. * * * 

11 American Brass, which reported * * * in 1983 and 1984, is excluded from 
these numbers because it was unable to provide separate data on hours worked 
and wages and total compensation paid. 

ZI In its questionnaire response, * * * 
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Table 5.--Average number of production and related workers engaged in the 
manufacture of low-fuming brazing copper wire and rod, hours worked by 
such workers, wages paid, and total compensation, by firms, 1982-84, 
January-June 1984, and January7June 1985 11 

Item 
·Number 

of 
workers 

Hours 
worked 

Wages 
.paid 

Total 
:compensation 

:Thousands: ---1,000 dollars----

Harris: 
1982-----------------------------: *** *** *** 
1983-----------------------~-----: *** *** *** 
1984-----------------------------: *** *** . *** 
January-June--

1984---------------------------: *** *** *** 
1985---------------------------: *** *** *** 

Cerro: 
1982~-~--------------------------: *** *** *** 
1983-----------------------------: *** *** *** 
1984-----------------------------: *** *** *** 
January-June--

1984--------------~------------: *** *** *** 
1985---------------------------: *** *** *** 

Century: 
1982-----------------------------: *** *** *** 
1983-----------------------------: *** *** *** 
1984--------------------~--------: *** *** *** 
January-June--

1984---------------------------: *** *** *** 
1985---------------------------: *** *** *** 

Total: 
1982-----------------------------: *** ***· : *** 
1983--------------------------~--: *** *** *** 
1984-----------------------------: *** *** *** 
January-June--

1984--_:. _________________ -----·---·: *** *** *** 
1985---------------------------: *** *** *** 

11 Data for 1983 and 1984 are for 3 firms that accounted for * * * percent 
of U.S. producers' shipments in 1984. However, 1982 data are for only two 
firms, * * *• since J. W. Harris did not produce this product until 1983. 

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the 
U.S. International Trade Commission. 

*** 
*** 
*** 

*** 
*** 

*** 
*** 
*** 

*** 
*** 

*** 
*** 
*** 

*** 
*** 

*** 
*** 
*** 

*** 
*** 
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reported declines in·total hours worked from 1982 to 1984. Wages and total 
compensation paid to production and related workers producing low-fuming 
brazing copper wire and rod increased overall between 1982 and 1984 * * *, but 
declined for * * * over the same time period. Overall, productivity increased 
during the period of investigation, from * * * pounds per hour in 1982 to 
* * * pounds per hour in 1984 and from * * * pounds per hour during 
January-June 1984 to * * * pounds per hour in the corresponding period of 1985. 

-Employment of workers by * * * in the production of flux-coated rod was 
* * * in 1984 and January-June 1985. Employment of workers by * * * in the 
production of flux-coated rod increased from * * * in 1982 to * * * in 1984 
and January-June 1985. Total hours worked in processing the rod for * * * 
increased from* * * in 1982 to * * * in 1983. Total hours worked * * * was 
* * * in 1984. Total hours worked increased from* * * during January-June 
1984 to * * * in the corresponding period of 1985. Similarly, wages and total 
compensation paid to workers processing flux-coated rod increased throughout 
the period. 

Employees at Century and Cerro are represented by the United Auto Worke.rs 
Union; those at American are represented by the United Steelworkers. There is 
no union representation for employees of J.W. Harris. 

Financial experience of U.S. producers 

Three firms, J.W. Harris, Cerro, and American Brass, furnished usable 
income-and-loss data on their operations producing low-fuming brazing copper 
wire and rod and also on their overall establishment operations. As indicated 
previously, Century ceased producing low-fuming brazing copper wire and rod in 
Karch 1985 and did not return its producer's questionnaire in this final 
investigation. The three responding firms' aggregate sales of low-fuming 
brazing copper wire ~nd rod were * * * percent of .their total establishment 
sales in 1984. As mentioned in earlier sections, 1982 data do not include 
J.W. Harris, since it began operations in 1983. 

Overall establishment operations.--The income-and-loss data of the three 
establishments within which low-fuming brazing copper wire and rod is produced 
are presented for each.individual company in table 6. Aggregate establishment 
sales of the three producers in 1983-84 are over * * * higher than those 
reported in the preliminary investigation because * * * previously provided 
incorrect data on its overall establishment operations. American Brass' data 
are not included in the interim period ended June 30, 1985, because the 
company did not provide income-and-loss data on its operations producing 
uncoated brazing copper wire and rod for interim 1~85. Therefore, the 
exclusion of Harris in 1982 and American Brass in interim 1985 limits 
period-to-period comparisons and trend analysis of the aggregate data. 

Aggregate establishment net sales of the three producers increased from 
* * * in 1983 to * * * i~ 1984, or by* * * percent. An aggregate operating 
loss of * * *• or * * * percent of sales, was incurred in 1983, whereas, 
operating income of * * *• or* * * percent of sales, w~s reported in 1984. 
* * * was the only producer to su~tain operating losses on overall establish
ment operations, and it did so in all 3 years 1982-84 and in intertm 1984. 
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Table 6.--Income-and-loss experience of U.S. producers on the overall 
operations.of their establishments within which low-fuming brazing copper 
wire and rod are produced, accounting years 1982-84, and"interim periods 
ended June 30, 1984, and June 30, 1985 

* * * * * 

Combined operations producing uncoated and flux-coated brazing copper 
wire and rod.--Although Century Brass did not submit,a·producers' questionnaire 
for this final investigation, having closed its Metals Division in March 1985, 
its 1982-84 financial data on its operations producing low-fuming brazing 
copper wire and rod are available from the preliminary questionnaire. A 
comparison of Century Brass' sales and operating income-or-loss data with that 
of American Brass, Cerro, and Harris on their total low-fuming brazing copper 
wire and rod operations (uncoated and flux-coated) is presented ~n the 
following tabulation: 

Net sales: 
American Brass-------:----7 1,000 doli'ars--
Cerro----------7----------~-----~do---
Harris--------------------------~do-~--

Subtotal---------------~-------do---
Century Brass-~-----~------------do~-~-

Total-----------------~~------do----
Operating income or (loss): 

American Brass----------1,000 dollars--
Cerro----------------------------do--~~ 

Harris--------------------~------do----
Subtotal------~----------------do---

Century Brass--------------------do---
Total--~----- ---------------~-do----

Operating income or (loss) margins: 
_American Brass----------------percent--
Cerro-------------- --------------do----
Harris-----------------------~---do---

Subtota 1---- - -~----------------do---
Century Brass--------------------do---

Total-------------------------do----

*** 
***. 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 

*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 

*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 

"*** 

1983 1984 

*** *** 
*** *** 
*** *** 
*** *** 
***. *** -- --
*** *** 

*** *** 
*** *** 
*** *** 
*** *** 
*** *** 
*** *** 

*** *** 
*** *** 
*** *** 
*** *** 
*** *** --
*** *** 

Uncoated brazing copper wire and rod.--The financial data of the three 
pr.oducers on their operations producing uncoated low-fuming brazing copper 
wire and rod are presented for each individual firm in table .7. 

Aggregate net saleb grew from* * * in 1983 _to * * * in 1984, an increase 
of * * * percent, because * * * sales in 1984 jumped by * * * percent over 
sales in 1983. During the interim periods ended June 30, sales increased. by 
* * * percent from* * * in 1984 to * * * in 1985, as * * * sales more than 
doubled. 
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Table 7.--Income-and-loss experience of U.S. producers on their ope~ations 
producing uncoated low-fuming brazi~g copper wire ·and rod, accounting years 
1982-84, and interim periods ended June 30, 1984, and June 30, 1985 

* * * * * * * 

There were aggregate gross losses in all periods. * * * reported a 
nominal gross profit in 1982, at * * * percent of sales, then suffered gross 
losses ranging between * * * percent and * * * percent of sales. * * * 
reported small gross profits in 1983 and interim 1984, but incurred gross 
losses in 1984 and interim 1985. During both gro~s loss periods, particularly 
in interim 1985, * * * reported· substantial * * * * * *; its gross loss of 
* * * in 1983 was * * * percent of * * * in sales, and its"gross profit of 
* * * in 1984 was * * * percent of * * * in sales. 

There were agg.regate operating losses in all periods, with operating loss 
margins of * * * pt:L·cent in 1982, * * * percent in 1983, * * * percent in 
1984, and * * * percent and * * * percent in interim 1984 and interim 1985, 
respectively. At the operating income or loss level, * * * incurred a slight 
loss in 1982 (* * * percent of sales) and heavy losses in 1983-84 and both 
interim periods, ranging between * * * percent and *. * * percent of sales. 

· Although ~ * * also sustained operating losses in 1983-84 and both interim 
periods, its loss margins were lower, ranging between * * * percent and * * * 
percent of sales. * * *• after incurring operating losses of * * * and * * * 
in 1982 and 1983, respectively, reported operating income of ~ * * for interim 
1984 and for the full year 1984. 

Flux-coated brazing copper rod.--The income-and-loss data of Cerro and 
Harris in producing flux-coated low-fuming brazing copper rod are presented in 
table 8. 

Table 8.--Income-and-loss experience of U.S. producers on their operations 
producing flux-coated low-fuming brazing copper rod, accounting years 
1982-84, and interim periods ended June 30, 1984, and June 30, 1985 

* * * * * 

Whereas, * * *'s net sales * * *,· * * *'s sales * * *·. Their combined 
sales * * * from* * * in 1983 to * * * in 1984, or by * * * percent. During 
the interim periods, * * *'s sales declined by* *.* percent from 1984 to 
1985; * * *'s sales were down * * * percent; and aggregate sales decreased by 
* * * percent from 1984 to 1985. 
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The profitability situation was similar to that for uncoated wire and 
rod. * * *, but the * * * margins as a percent of sales were somewhat smaller 
than for uncoated wire and rod. * * * reported * * * in 1983, 1984, and in 
interim 1984, but * * * in interim 1985. * * * There were aggregate 
operating losses in all periods, with operating loss margins of * * * percent 
in 1982 * * *, * * * percent in 1983, * * * percent in 1984, and * * * percent 
and * * * percent in interim 1984 and interim 1985, respectively. 

Processors' financial data.--* * * reported only net sales, ranging 
between * * * in 1982 and 1984 and * * * in 1983, and * * * and * * * for 
interim 1984 and 1985, respectively. * * * stated that they do not know their 
costs and income-or-loss by prpduct line. 

* * * provided income-and-loss data for 1984 and the interim periods of 
1984 and 1985, as sununarized in the following tabulation: 

Net sales-------------1,000 dollars-
Gross profit or (loss)---------do---
Operating income or (loss)-----do-~~
Ratio to net sales: 

Gross profit or (loss)----percent-
Operating income or (loss)---do----

*** 
*** 

Interim period 
ended June 30--

*** 
*** 
*** 

*** 
*** 

*** 
*** 
*** 

*** 
*** 

* * * furnished ~ncome-and-loss data on its * * * A comparison of the 
profit or loss margins on flux-coated operations of * * * are presented in the 
tabulation below: 

Gross profit or (loss) margin: 

* * * 
Operating income or (loss) 

margin: 

* * * 

1982 1983 1984 

* * 

* * 

Interim period 
ended June 30--

1984 1985 

* * 

* * 

Capital expenditures.-~The three producers provided usable data on 
capital expenditures for all products of their establishments (table 9). The 
* * * capital expenditure in 1983 for machinery, equipment, and fixtures for 
producing both uncoate~ and flux-coated low-fuming brazing copper wire and rod 
was reported by * * * 
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Table 9.--u.s. producers• capital expenditures and fixed assets employed in 
their establishments within which low-fuming brazing copper wire and rod are 
produced, 1982-84, January-June 1984, and January-June 1985 

(In thousands of dollars) 

January-June--
Item 

Capital expenditures--
All· products of the establishments: :. 

Land and land improvements----------: 
Building or leasehold improvements--: 

1982 
!I 

*** 
*** 

1983 

*** 
*** 

1984 
1984 1985 

. . 
*** *** *** 
*** *** *** 

Machinery, equipment, and fixtures--=--~~--'"--~~~"--~~~~~~~--'~~~~ *** *** *** *** *** 
Total-----------------------------: *** *** *** *** *** 

Brazing wire and rod: . 
Land and land improvements----------: *** *** *** *** *** 
Building or leasehold improvements--: *** *** *** *** *** 
Machinery, equipment, and fixtures--=--~~----~~~~--~~~--~~~----~~~~ *** *** *** *** *** 

Total-----------------------------: 
Fixed assets employed in the 

production of--
All products of the establishments: 

Original cost-----------------------: 
Book value---------------------~----: 

Brazing wire and rod: 

*** 

*** 
*** 

Original cost-----------------------: *** 
Book value--------------------------: . *** 

!I Data for * * * are not included. 
ll * * * did not provide data. 

*** 

*** 
*** 

*** 

*** 
*** 

*** :'J_/ *** 
*** *** 

. : 

*** 

.ll *** 
ll *** 

!I ***· 
!I *** 

.. . 

*** 

ll *** 
ll *** 

'J..I *** 
'J..I *** 

'J..I The * * * increase was an investment by * * * in * * *; this equipment is 
not used in the production of brazing copper wire and rod. 

!I Data are for * * * 

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the 
U.S. International Trade Commission. 

* * * invested * * * in machinery, equipment, and fixtures for producing 
flux-coated brazing copper rod in 1983, * * *• compared with * * * invested by 
* * * in 1984, * * * 

Investment in productive facilities.~-The three producers supplied usable 
data concerning their investment in facilities employed in the production of all 
products of the establishments. * * * reported such data used in the production 
of low-fuming brazing copper wire and rod. As shown in table 9, their aggregate 
investment in such faciHties, valued at cost, grew from * * * in 1982 ~o * * *. 
in 1984. Kost of the increase is accounted for by* * * investment in 1983. 
The .book value of such facilities increased from* * * in 1982 to * * * in 1983, 
then declined slightly to * * * in 1984. 
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Research and development expenses.--* * * was the only company that 
incurred research and development expenses related to the production of 
low-fuming brazing copper wire and rod. It reported expenditures of * * * in 
1983, * * * in 1984; * * * in interim 1984; and * * * in interim 1985. 

Capital and investment.--u.s. producers were asked to describe any actual 
or potential negative effects of irni>orts of low-fuming brazing copper wire and 
rod from New Zealand on their firm's growth, investment, and ability to raise 
capital. !I One company~ * * *• responded; its comment is quoted in part 
below: 

* * * ·* * * * 

Consideration of the Threat of Material Injury to an 
' Industry in the United States 

In its examination of the question of a reasonable indication of the 
threat of material injury to an industry in the United States, the Commission 
may take into consideration such factors as the rate of increase of LTFV 
imports, the rate of increase of U.S. market penetration by such imports, the 
quantities of such imports held in inventory in the United States, and the 
capacity of producers in New Zealand to generate exports (including the 
availability of export markets other than the United States). 

Trends in imports and U.S. market penetration are discussed in the 
section of this report that addresses the causal relationship between the 
alleged injury and LTFV imports. A discussion of U.S. importers' inventories 
of low-fuming brazing copper wire and rod and the available data on the 
capacity of the New Zealand producer to generate such exports follows. 

U.S. importers' inventories 

Three importers submitted information on inventories of low-fuming 
brazing copper wire and rod from New Zealand. Yearend inventories were * * * 
pounds in 1982; * * * pounds in 1983; and * * * pounds in 1984. Inventories 
on June 30, 1985, were * * * pounds, representing an increase of * * * percent 
from the level of June 30, 1984. As a share of imports from New Zealand 
reported by these firms, inventory levels accounted for * * * percent in 1982, 
·* * * percent in 1983, and * * *percent in 1984. As a share of annualized 
imports, inventories accounted for * * * percent on June 30, 1985, in 
comparison with * * * percent in the corresponding period of 1984. 

!I As indicated previously, the Comrnission made negative injury determina
tions in its preliminary investigations concerning allegedly subsidized and 
LTFV imports from France. The Comrnission is currently conducting a final 
investigation concerning imports from South Africa, which Commerce 
preliminarily found are being sold at LTFV. 
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The New Zealand industry and its capacity to generate exports 

KcKechnie Bros., New Zealand, Ltd., is the sole producer of low-fuming 
brazing rod in New Zealand. In addition to low-fuming brazing rod, KcKechnie 
produces a large number of aluminum, copper, and brass extruded products. !I 
Low-fuming brazing wire and rod are produced in KcKechnie's brass products 
division and account for approximately 1 percent of all product sales by this 
division in the home market. Hct;tever, exports of low-fuming brazing rod 
account for a much larger share of KcKechnie's total exports and are a 
significant factor in determining the firm's overall profitability'. ~/ 

Domestic shipments by KcKechnie of low-fuming brazing copper wire and rod 
declined from*** pounds in.1982 to*** pounds in 1983 and*** pounds in 
1984. Domestic shipments decreased to * * * pounds during January-September 
1985 ft".om ***pounds in the corresponding period of 1984 (table 10). Total 
exports increased from * * * pounds in 1982 to * * * pounds in 1983 before 
dropping back to * * * pounds in 1984. Total exports decreased to * * * 
pounds during January-September 1985 from * * * pounds in the corresponding 
period of 1984. Ex'Ports to the United States increased from* * * pounds in 
1982 to * * * pounds in 1983 before dropping back to * * * pounds in 1984. 
Exports to the United States decreased from * * * pounds during January
September 1984 to * * * pounds in the corresponding period of 1985. A 
representative for KcKechnie Bros., N. Z., Ltd., testified at the Conunission' s 
public hearing that capacity to produce low-fuming brazing copper wire and rQd 
is fully utilized. 

Table 10.--Low-fuming brazing copper wire and rod: New Zealand's domestic 
shipments and exports, 1982-84, January-September 1984, and January-September 
1985 

Item 

Domestic shipments 
1,000 pounds--: 

Exports to--
United States-----do----: 
All other !/------do----:~~~~-=-~~~~-=-~~~~=--~~~~-=-~~~~~ 

Total-----------do----: 

11 * * *· 

Source: Data provided by counsel for KcKechnie Bros., N.Z., Ltd. 

11 KcKechnie Bros., New Zealand, Ltd., is an independent corporation. 
KcKechnie Bros., U.K., Ltd., owns a controlling interest in the New Zealand 
company. 

~/ Transcript of the hearing, pp. 95 and 96. 
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Consideration.of the causal Relationship Between 
· LTFV Imports and the' Alleged Injury · 

Official import data of the .. U.S. Depart~ent of Conunerce indicate that 
U.S. imports from New Zealand of low-fuming brazing copper wire and rod 
increased from 790,000 pounds in 1982 to 1.2 million pounds in 1984, an 
increase of 52 p~rcent. Imports declined slightly during January-August 1985 
compared with imports in the corresponding period of 1984. Total U.S. imports 
increased from 2.6 million pounds in 1982 to 2.9 million pound.s in 1984, or by 
12 percent. Imports then decreased by 38 percent during January~August 1985 
compared with imports during the corresponding period in 1984 (table 11). The 
official data presented in table 11 may i'nclude imports of material that has 
been misclassified by customs as to the proper TSUSA number and as to country 
of origin. !I Accordingly, import data shown elsewhere in this report are 
from responses to Conunission questionnair_es. '!:_/ 

According to questionnai'r·e responses·; U. s. imports of·· 1ow-fuming brazing 
copper wire and rou from New Zealand-increased from*** pounds in 1982 to 
* * * pounds in 1984, or by* * * percent. Imports from New Zealand during 
January-June 1985 were * * * pounds, or * * * percent below the * * * pounds 
imported in the corresponding period of 1984 (table 12). Almost all of the 
imports from New Zealand were of low-fuming brazing copper rod of.CDA 681 
alloy. 

The landed, duty-paid value of U.S. imports from New Zealand of the 
subject products increased from** *·in 1982 to**·* in 1984, or by*** 
percent. The value of the imports from New Zealand during January-June 1985 
was * * *• representing a decrease of * * * percent from the value in the 
corresponding period of 1984. 

According to data sub~itted in response to Conunission questionnaires 
mailed to all known importers of low-fuming brazing copper wire and rod (shown 
in table 12), New Zealand and South Africa were the principal sources of 
imports during the period of the investigation. The principal sources of 
other imports were * * *· New Zealand accounted for * * * percent of the 
quantity and * * * percent of the value of U.S. imports of low-fuming brazing 
copper wire and rod during January-June 1985. 

l/ Transcript of the hearing, pp. 12-15. 
'!:_/ Questionnaire responses indicate that most of the imported material is in 

rod form, although some does enter in wire form. Counsel for McKechnie Bros., 
N.Z., Ltd., stated in a telephone conversation that low~fuming brazing wire 
fC"om New Zealand enteC"s the United States under TSUS item 612.6205. 
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Table 11.--Low-fuming brazing copper wire and rod: !I U.S. imports for 
consumption,· by principal sources, 1982-84, January-August 1984, and 
January-August 1985 l/ 

January-August--
Source 

New Zealand..:.------------: 
South Africa------------: 
France~----~------------: 
West Germany~-----------: 
.Spain-------------------: 
Brazil------------------: 
Portugal---~------------: 
All other---..:.-----------: 

Total-------------~-: 

• 

New Zealand--..:.----------: 
South Africa----------~-: 
France------------------: 
West Germany------------: 
Spain-------------------: 
Brazil-------------..:.----: 
Portugal----------------: 
All other------------~--: 

Total---------------: 

New Zealand-------------: 
South Africa------------: 
France------------------: 
West Germany-------------: 
Spain------------------~: 
Brazil------------------: 

1982 

790 
526 
743 
118 

0 
0 

200 
233 

2,611 

747 
537 
693 

76 

177 
210 

2.440 

$0.95 
1.02 

.93 

.64 

Portugal----------------: .89 

1983 1984 
1984 

Quantity (1,000 pounds) 

900 1,201 869 
871 1,013 867 
618 240 240 

0 20 15 
0 0 0 
0 18 8 
0 276 276 

271 159 159 
2,660 2.927 2,433 

Value (1,000 dollars) 

775 
760 
543 

--

249 ': 
2.327 

Unit 

$0.86 
.87 
.88 

value 

1,023 
867 
20.7 

21 
-~ 

26 
252 
158 

2,554 

(per 

$0.85 
.86 
.86 

1.05 

1.44 
.91 

753 
756 
207 
15 

17 
'252 
157 

2,157 

pound) 

$0.87 
.87 
.86 

1.00 

2.13 
.91 

1985 

866 
598 

0 
0 

11 
0 

40 
0 

1,515 

685 
509 

10 

31 

1,235 

$0.79 
.85 

.91 

.78 
All other---------------:~~~·~9~0---~~~~·9~2--..~~~ .......... ------~~~-----~~~~ .99 .99 

Total---------------: .93 .87 .87 .89 .81 

!I The data reported in this table are for TSUSA item 612.6205 only. 
g1· Petitioners in their prehearing brief discuss and document the fact that 

imports during the period of the investigation have been misclassified by 
TSUSA number and by cou~try of origin. The import statistics presented in the 
table reflect all of the Census Bureau's corrections to date. 

Source: Compiled from official statistics of the U.S. Department of 
Commerce. 

Note.--Because of rounding, figures may not add to the totals shown. 
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Table 12.--Low-fuming brazing copper wire and rod: !I U.S. imports for 
consumption, by sources, 1982-84, January-June 1984, and January-June 1985 

Source 

New Zealand-------------: 
South Africa £!---------: 
All other~--------~-----: 

---,~~~~---~~~~~--~~~~--'--~~~~......;...~~~~~ 

·Total---------------: ~~~.,...-~_:...,~~~~~--.,...-.,...-.,...-~--'--.,...-.,...-.,...-.,...-......;....,...-.,...-.,...-.,...-~ 

New Zealand-------------: 
South Africa------------: 
All other---------------:--'.,...-.,...-.,...-.,...-=--.,...-.,...-.,...-.,...-..=..,,...,...-.,...-.,...-.,...--=-.,...-.,...-.,...-.,...-__:.,...-.,...-.,...-.,...-~ 

Total-~-------------:~.,...-.,...-.,...-.,...-..:_..,...-.,...-.,...-.,...-...;...:..,...-.,...-.,...-.,...-.,...-..:_..,...-.,...-.,...-~...;...:..,...-.,...-.,...-.,...-~ 

New Zealand-------------: *** *** 
South Africa-----~------: *** *** 
All other---------------: *** "*** 

Total-------~------~: *** *** 

!I.Includes imports by two U.S. producers. 
£1 * * * 
'J./ Data submitted on a landed~ duty-paid basis. 

*** *** 
*** *** 
*** *** 
*** *** 

Source: Compiled from data submitted in re·sponse to questionnaires of the 
U.s.· International Trade Commission. 

*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 

Two U.S. producers, * * * and * *. *• reported imports of low-fuming 
brazing copper rod during the period of the investigation. * * * imports were· 
from * * *• and * * * imports were from * * *· U.S. producers• imports of the 
subject merchandise represented * * * percent of the total quantity of imports 
in 1982, * * * percent in 1983, and * * * percent in 1984. They reported 
* * * imports of the product during January-June 1985. Their imports of 
low-fuming brazing copper rod represented * * * percent of the quantity of 
U.S. producers' domestic shipments in 1982, * * * percent in 1983, and * * * 
.percent in 1984. 
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Cumulative New Zealand and South African imports 

The Trade and Tariff Act of 1984 •. section 612(a)(2)(A). amends title VII 
of the Tariff Act of 1930 by adding the following subsection: 

Cumulation--for purposes of clauses (i) and (ii). the Commission 
shall cumulatively assess .the volume and effect of imports from 
two or more countries of like products subject to investigation 
if such imports ·compete with each other and with like products of 
the domestic industry in the United States market. 

Because the investigation of LTFV imports from South Africa was ·po'stponed 
by Corranerce. counsel for the respondent argues that South African imports are 
not a subject of this investigation. ,!/ Should the Conunission cumulate. 
however. combined imports from New Zealand and. South Africa increased by * * * 
percent from 1982 to 1984. or from* * * pounds to * * * pounds. Imports 
during January-June 1985 were up * * * percent over those in the corresponding 
period of 1984. Low-fuming brazing wire and rod imports from New Zealand and 
South Africa accounted for * * * percent. by value. and * * * percent. by· 
volume. of imports from all countries in 1982; _these shares ·rose to*** 
percent and * * * percent. ~espectively. in 1984. 

U.S. market penetration 

The market share held by··u. S. imports of -low-fuming brazing copper wire 
and rod from New Zealand increased from * * * percent in 1982 to * * * percent 
in 1984 (table 13). The market share held by imports from New Zealand 
decreased from* **percent during January-June 1984 to** *'percent in the 
corresponding period of 1985. The market share held by combined imports from 
New Zealand and South AfriCa.increased from**·* percent in 1982 ·to'*** 
percent in 1984. This trend continued. increasing from* * * percent during 
January.:....June 1984 to * * * percent in the corresponding period·of 1985. 
Market penetration by imports of brazing wire and rod from.all·other countries 
decreased to * * * percent in 1984. well below the 1982 level of * * * percent 
and the 1983 level of * * * percent. The trend of declining market . 
penetration changed during January-June i985. increasing ·to * * * percent from 
* ·* * percerit in .the corresponding period of 1984. _The U~S. producers' share 
of the market. increased· from * * * percent in 198'2 to'* * ·* percent in 19Q4. 
then fell ·to * * * percent during January-June 1985. from * * * percent ·in the 
correspondingperiod of 1984. · -

11 Respondents' posthearing brief, pp. 4 and 5. 
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Table 13.--Low-fuming brazing copper wire and.rod: Ratios.of imports and U.S. 
producers' domestic shipments to consumption, 1982-84, January-June 1984, 
and January-June 1985 

(In percent) 

January-June--
Item 1982 1983 1984 

1984 1985 

Imports from--
New Zealand--------------: *** *** *** *** *** 
South Africa .!/----------: *** *** *** *** *** 
All other imports----'.----·: · *** *.** *** *** *** 

Total-----------~------: *** *** *** *** *** 
U.S. producers' domestic 

shipments----------------: *** *** *** *** *** 
Total------------------: 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 

.!I On Sept. 23, 1985, Commerce.published in the Federal Register (50 F.R. 
3856 7) its preliminary affirmative determination that imports of low-fuming 
brazing copper wire and rod from South Africa are being, or are likely to be, 
sold in the United States at LTFV. 

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the 
U.S. International Trade Commission. 

Note.--Because of rounding, figures may not add to the totals shown. 

Prices and margins of underselling or overselling 

Producers and processors of low-fuming brazing .copper wire and rod quote 
prices on a per pound basis. Quantity discounts are generally available, and 
prices are quoted on· a delivered basis, assuming that a certain minimum 
shipment value is attained. Purchasers of low-fuming brazing copper rod, 
whether master distributors, retailers, or end users, often combine low-fuming 
brazing copper rod with other brazing and 'welding alloys (silver, silicon, and 
aluminum) in order to meet the prepaid freight purchase level. 

Seven product specifications of CDA 681 low-fuming brazing copper wire 
and rod were selected. for price study. The selection was intended to include 
the largest volume items, while maintaining some variety in the types of 
products. All seven items are of alloy CDA 681 since all imports are believed 
to be of this material. Similarly, four of the seven items are uncoated since 
imports are brought into the country in this form. The following products 
were selected: 

(1) Uncoated 36-inch rod, 1/8-inch in diameter. 
(2) Flux-coated 36-inch rod, 1/8-inch in diameter. 
(3) Uncoated 36-inch rod, 3/32-inch in diameter. 
(4) Flux-coated 36-inch rod, 3/32-inch in diameter. 
(5) Uncoated 18-inch rod, 1/8-inch in diameter. 
(6) Flux-coated 18-inch rod, 1/8-inch in diameter. 
(7) Uncoated coiled wire, 1/16-inch in diameter. 
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The Conunission requested U.S. producers and importers to provide 
quarterly price data from January 1983 through June 1985 for sales to their 
largest customers .. Prices were requested at different levels of distribution: 
master distributors, processors, retailers, and end users. 

Information submitted in response to the Conunission questionnaires 
indicates that the 36-inch length rod (both 1/8-inch and 3/32-inch dia.~eters) 
accounts for most sales of low-fuming brazing copper rod in the United 
States~ In fact, the 1/8-inch diameter, 36-inch length, uncoated rod is 
considered to be the benchmark product for pricing comparisons within the 
industry. !/ 

Three of the four U.S. producers responded to the questionnaire. £1 Of 
these, * * *• provided information that could be included in the price 
analysis. * * * showed sales of products 1 through 4 (36-inch rod) to master 
distributors, retailers, and end users. * * * showed sales of the same 
products only to master distributors. 

Seven firms responded to the importers' questionnaire. Only two 
indicated imports from New Zealand. 11 * * * had difficulty responding to the 
questionnaire with the detail requested, but eventually provided 
representative price data. !/ 

Comparison of producers' and importers' selling prices.--Tbe following 
price analysis is based on two U.S. producers--* * * and * * *--which together 
accounted for * * * percent of total domestic low-fuming brazing copper rod 
production in 1984 and two importers--* * * and * * *--which together 
accounted for * * * percent of low-fuming brazing copper rod imports from New 
Zealand in 1984. Because not all U.S. producers and importers sell to the 
same level of distribution, a direct comparison of the selling prices of 
.Producers and importers; based on a complete set of information (i.e., two 
producers and two importers), is not possible. B9th importers sell to 
retailers, while one U.S. producer * * *· Tables 14 and 15 show U.S. 
producers' and importers' delivered prices to retailers for the four principal 
products, with the U.S. average price b.eing based on * * * Tables 16 and 17 
show the same producers' and importers' delivered prices at the master 
distributor level, the comparison being based on * * * 

!I Transcript of the. public hearing, p. 82. 
~I .One of the petitioners, * * * and did not return a questionnaire. Its 

response to the questionnaire tn the preliminary investigation provided no 
information on sales of the products selected for price analysis .. The 
response of another petitioner, * * *• indicated only two quarterly sales of 
the products covered during the period under investigation. 

11 One U.S. producer, * * *· Thus, for purposes of this analysis, it is 
considered a domestic producer. Also, one of the importers, * * *· 

!/ *'* * 

·r 
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Table 14.--u.s. producers' and importers' delivered prices of CDA 681 
low-fuming brazing copper rod (l/8-inch diameter, 36-inch length) to 
retailers and margins of underselling or overselling, by· quarters, 
January 1983-June 1985 

* * * * * 

Table 15.--u.s. producers' and importers' delivered prices of CDA 681 
low-fuming brazing copper rod (3/32-inch diameter, 36-inch length) to 
retailers and margins of underselling.or overselling, by quarters, 
January 1983-June 1985 

* * * * * * * 

Table 16.--u.s. producers' and importers' delivered prices of CDA 681 
low-fuming brazing copper rod (1/8-inch diameter, 36-inch length) to master 
distributors and· margins of underselling or overselling, by quarters, 
January 1983-June 1985 

* * * * * * * 

Table 17.--u.s. producers' and importers' delivered prices of CDA 681 
low-fuming brazing copper rod (3/32-inch diameter, 36-inch length) to master 
distributors and margins of underselling or overselling, by quarters, 
January 1983-June 1985 

* * * * * * * 
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The data show there has been a downward trend in both U.S. and imported 
prices at both levels of distribution. The average U.S. price for 118-inch 
diameter, 36-inch uncoated rod sold to retailers declined by * * * percent 
from April--June 1983 to April-June 1985, from* * * per pound to * * * 
(table 14). The price for the same size fluxed rod sold to retailers was 
constant during the period, except during January-March 1985, when it declined 
by * * * percent. !I The U.S. price for 3/32-inch diameter, 36--inch uncoated 
rod sold to retailers declined slightly from ~ * * per pound to * * * (table 
15); the price decline for 3/32-inch, 36-inch coated rod sold to retailers was 
* * * percent over the period. 

U.S. prices to master distributors of 36-inch bare rod decreased by* * * 
percent and * * * percent for"l/8-inch (table 16) and 3/.32-inch (table 17) 
diameters, respectively .. The comparable price declines .for flux-coated rod 
were * * * and * * * percent. 

The value added by the flux-coating process ranges between $0.13 and 
$0.16 per pound. £1 The price differences between bare and coated rod, 
whether at the retailer or master distributor level, generally bear this out. 

Prices for rod imported from New Zealand also declined from January-Karch 
1983 to April-June 1985. The average price for 36-inch length, uncoated rod 
of 1/8-inch diameter sold to retailers declined by * * * percent from January
Karch 1983 to April-June, 1985. The decrease was:the same for similar coated 
rod, imported and sold to retailers (table 14). Delivered prices of smaller 
diameter rod (3/32-inch) sold ·to retailers showed greater declines: * * * 
percent for both bare and flux-coated rod (table 15). 

Prices of the New Zealand product sold to master distributors for each of 
the four products did not change in the period under review. ll 

The producer and importer selling price comparisons illustrate a 
consistent pattern of overselling. For three of the four products 
investigated, the New Zealand average price to retailers was greater than the 
U.S. 'average price. brl~y· for 3/32-inch diamete.r, 36..-inch length, uncoated rod 
(table 15) is slight. underselling demonstrated, and then only during April
June 1985. The overselling was greatest during January-March 1985 when J.W. 
Harris offered particularly low prices to its customers in what it claims was 
an attempt to meet competition from imports. During April-June 1985, * * * 
average price to retailers remained below that of imports from New Zealand. 

!I * * *· 
~I Transcript of the public hearing, p. 37 and enclosure 2 of petitioners' 

posthearing brief. 
11 When * * *, was questioned further on this constant level of prices for 

each of four product lines, a spokesman stated that prices to the particular 
customer involved (i.e., that with the largest quarterly sale of specified 
low-fuming brazing copper rod) were unchanged over the period. 
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Comparisons of producers' and importers' delivered prices to master 
distributors * * *· The pattern of overselling continued at this level from 
July-September 1983 to April-June 1985. Only during January-Karch and 
April-June 1983 was the price of the New Zealand product generally below its 
U.S. counterpart. For all four products considered, the U.S. average price 
was less than the New Zealand price during April-June 1985. 

Comparison of importers' costs of bare rod with domestic 
alternatives.--All imports of CDA 681 material enter in uncoated (bare) rod 
fonn. 11 Importers then coat much of the bare rod for resale. These 
importers/processors alternatively could purchase bare rod from U.S. 
producers. Additionally, * * * considers itself to be a master distributor, 
selling primarily to retailers. Therefore, a comparison of transaction prices 
of bare rod sold by U.S. producers to master distributors (the first level of 
distribution) with purchase prices of bare rod paid by importers may be useful 
to explain.purchasing patterns. Since importers do not purchase bare rod from 
U.S. producers, this comparison only approximates a situation of direct 
competition between U.S.-produced and foreign-produced rod at the master 
distributor level. Table 18 shows such a comparison for 1/8-inch and 
3/32-inch diameter rod; the prices shown represent sales and purchases of 
similar quantities. U.S. average delivered prices to master distributors of 
1/8-inch diameter rod declined*.** percent during the period, from*** per 
pound during January-Karch 1983 to * * * per pound during April June 1985. 
The purchase price of the New Zealand product as delivered to importers in the 
United States declined by * * * percent from * * * to * * * The declines for 
3/32-inch diameter rod were * * * percent for U.S. prices (from* * * to * * * 
per pound) and * * * percent for New Zealand prices (from * * * to * * * per 
pound). In this comparison, delivered costs of the foreign product to 
importers were consistently below the transaction prices of the U.S. product 
to master distributors. The data indicate that during the period under 
review, the importers' costs ranged from * * * percent below their apparent 
costs had they purchased from U.S. sources. 

Table 18.--U.S. producers' delivered sales prices and importers' delivered 
purchase prices of CDA 681 low-fuming brazing copper rod (uncoated, 36-inch 
length), by quarters, January 1983-June 1985 

* * * * * * 

!I Staff has identified no imports of CDA 680 alloy. Counsel for 
petitioners produced evidence of Cerro sales of CDA 680 to Thermacote-Welco 
during the period under review (enclosure 2 of petitioners' posthearing 
brief). The following information was supplied by Thermacote to Commission 
staff: * * * 
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Comparison of purchasers• delivered prices.--In the preliminary 
investigation, respondents to Conunission questionnaires were requested to 
identify their five largest customers for low-fuming brazing rod during 1984. 
Using this information, purchaser's questionnaires were sent in this final 
investigation to 35 low-fuming brazing copper rod customers. Twenty-six 
purchasers responded to the questionnaire, of which 13 provided usable price 
data. !I Information on a firm's largest quarterly purchase of the seven 
specified low-fuming brazing copper wire and rod products, as well as the 
supplier, was requested. Prices were reported on a per pound, delivered basis. 

The Conunission's staff ascertained that most low-fuming brazing copper 
rod purchasers cannot distinguish the imported from the U.S. product. There 
are no country-of-origin markings, and in many cases the original product 
(bare rod) has been coated so that only its cut end is visible to a 
purchaser. That the U.S. and imported products are indistinguishable was 
supported by respondents' statements that they were not aware of the country 
of origin of the products. To distinguish between purchase prices of U.S. 
produced and imported low-· fuming brazing copper rod, staff separated the data 
by vendors as identified by the purchasers. ZI An average transaction price 
for each vendor for each product was constructed, and the vendor averages were 
combined into weighted averages for the U.S. and the New Zealand products. A 
comparison of these averages across all four product lines (tables 19 and 20) 
shows consistent overselling by the New Zealand product from July-September 
1983 through April-June 1985. 

Table 19.--Master distributors' delivered prices of CDA 681 low-fuming brazing 
copper rod (1/8-inch diameter, 36-inch length), by vendors and by quarters, 
January 1983-June 198S 

* * * * * * -* 

.Table 20.--Master distributors' delivered prices of CDA 681 low-fuming brazing 
copper rod (3/32-inch diameter, 36-inch length), by vendors and by quarters, 
January 1983-June 1985 

* * * * * * * 

In addition to price data, purchasers were asked to rank certain factors 
according to the influence each might have in the decision to purchase 
low-fuming brazing copper rod from a particular vendor. Eight of the 13 firms 
indicated that price was the most important factor, with 3 others ranking 
price second only to th~ quality of the product. 

11 Six purchasers classified themselves as master distributors, six as . 
retailers, and one as an end user. 

~I Separating data by level of distribution resulted in an insufficiP.nt 
number of observations of sales to retailers by U.S. producers for analjsis . 

• 
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Transportation costs 

U.S. producers ·and importers were r~q~ested' to.· provi.d({, d~t~ on the 
transportation costs paid by themselves· and their custo~ers. In virtually all 
instances, respondents showed f.o.b. and delivered prices as being the same. 
Low-fuming brazing copper wire and rod is traditionally sold on a prepaid 
freight basis, when orders are above a certain dollar amount. Purchasers 
consistently reported that orders are gen·er~liY prepaid, with shipping charges 
being absorbed by the vendor. Standard "pra-ct1ce for· most welding supplyhouses 
is to order a number of items together in a shipment. Quantity discounts 
apply to the value of the total shipment (generally a minimum of $1,000), not 
just to the low-fuming brazing copper rod portion. Freight costs were almost 
always reported to have been paid by the seller. When the.purchaser assumed 
the cost of freight, it. was reported to range from '3 to 5,perc~nt of the 
purchase price. · · · 

Exchange rates 

The U.S. dollar appreciated substantially over the past 3 years against 
the New Zealand dollar (table 21). Quarterly data reported by t~e . 
International Monetary Fund indicate thatr the nominal value of the New Zealand 
dollar depreciated relative to its U.S. counterpart in 11 of the 14 quarters 
during January 1982 through September 1985. The depreci_a·ti.on was a 
substantial 34.5 percent. !I A great deal of the depreciation in the nominal 
exchange rate can be attributed to the relative decline in the purchasing 
power of the New Zeal~n.d dollar compared_ with that of. the u.·s. dollar: Given 
the high level of inflation in New Zealand compared with that in the United 
States over the 13-quarter period ended June 1985, the international 
purchasing power of the New Zealand currency depreciated .by 23,9· percent 
relative to the U.S. dollar--significant°ly less than the commensurate 
depreciation of 42.8 percent in the nominal exchange rate.during the same 
period. ZI The depreciation--whether viewed in terms of the nominal or. real 
index--was particulariy sharp du~ing July~September an4:o~tober-December 
1984. On Ju_ly 18, 1984, the New Zealand dollar was officially devalued by . ' . . . ~ . . 
20 percent. The level of t~e New ~ealand dollar during, J~nuary-June 1985 
averaged 30_percent beiow its level during the_ cqrrespondlng period of 1984. 

!I International Financial Statistics, November 1985. 
ZI The percentage change in the intern~tional purchasing.power of the New 

Zealand currency from the reference period January-March 1982. provides an 
indication of the maximum amount that a foreign producer or its agent can 
reduce its U.S. dollar prices cf New Zealand produc.ts in the U.S. market 
without reducing profits assuming it has no dollar_:denominated costs or 
contracts. A foreign producer, however, may choose to increase profits by not 
reducing its U.S. dollar prices or by reducing its prices by less than the 
depreciation would allow. Within specific industries such as the copper wire 
and rod industry the pro~ortion of foreign producers' costs attributable to 
imports of raw materials and energy from the United States or from countries 
whose currencies are linked to the U.S. dollar would vaLy by specific product 
and producer. 
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Table 21.--Exchange rates: !I Indexes of producer prices in the United States 
and New Zealand, £1 and of the nominal and real exchange rates between the 
U.S. dollar and the New Zealand dollar, by quarters, January 1982-September 
1985 

Period 
U.S. 

producer 
. . price index 

. 1982: 
January-Karch--------: 100.0 
April-June-----7----: 100.1 
July-September------: ·100:5 
October-December----: 100.6 

1983: 
January-Karch-------: 100.7 
April-June----~-----: 101.0 
July-September-~----: 102.0 
October-December----: 102.5 

1984: 
January-Karch-------: 103.6 
April-June----------: 104.3 
July-September------: 104.1 
Oc to her-December- ---.: 103.8 

1985: 
January-March-------: 103.6 
April-June~---~-----: 103.7 
July-September------: 103.0 

New Zealand 
producer 

price index 

100.0 
104.1 
107.7 
108.8 

109.3 
110. 7 
111.6 
112.2 

113.0 
115.2 
120.8 
126·.4 

131.6 
137 .9 

!I 

Nominal- Real-
exchange- exchange-

rate index rate ·index 3/ 
:--------US$ per $NZ---------

100.0 100.0 
95.9 99.? 
92.1 98.7 
90.2 97.5 

88.7 96.3 
82.8 90.8 
82.1 89.9 
82.7 90.6 

. 
82.8 90.3 
81.8 90.4 
65.0 75.5 
61.3 74.7 

57.8 . 73.4 
57.2 76.1 
65.5 !I 

!I Exchange rates expressed in U.S. dollars per unit of New Zealand currency. 
£1 Producer price indicators--intended to measure final product prices--are 

based on average quarterly indexes presented in line 63 of the International 
Financial Statistics. 

~I The real value of a currency is the nominal value adjusted for the 
relative rate of inflation, here measured by the producer price indexes in the 
United States and in New Zealand. Producer prices in the United States 
increased by 3.7· percent during January 1982 through June 1985 compared with a 
37.9-percent increase in New Zealand during the same period. 

!I Not available. 

Source: International Monetary Fund, International Financial Statistics, 
November 1985. 

. Note. ---January-Karch 1982=100. 0. 
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Lost sales and lost revenue 

Three u.·s. producers made allegations of lost sales and lost revenue 
because of price suppression or depression. * * * cited two sales lost to 
imports from New Zealand. !I * * * cited nine specific instances of sales 
lost to imports from New Zealand and five instances of lost revenue. ~/ All 
lost sales reported by* * * were in the range of 500 to 5,000 pounds. * * * 
lost revenue allegations gave no indication of the amount of price reduction 
or the quantity involved. In· the preliminary investigation, * * * cited eight 
cases ll of sales lost to imports during 1982-84, but was not specific as to 
the amounts involved or the country of origin. * * * allegations of lost 
sales from the preliminary investigation are included here. 

Each instance of a sale allegedly lost to imports from New Zealand was 
investigated by the Commission staff. Although imports from South Africa are 
not the subject of the present investigation, some of the information in this 
section pertains to the South African product imported by * * * and is 
presented in order to provide a more complete understanding of the U.S. market 
for low-fuming brazing copper wire and rod. Most of the firms that were 
contacted stated that they did not know if the low-fuming brazing material 
they purchased had been imported. 

Lost sales allegations by * * *.--In its questionnaire response * * * 
maintained that it lost sales to * * *• a master distributor, as a result of 
imports of low-fuming brazing copper wire and rod from New Zealand. * * * 
* * * explained that * * *· The low-fuming brazing rod line was dropped as it 
was not profitable. He said that the distributors formerly supplied by * * * 
went to * * * for their low~fuming brazing rod needs, but he could not confirm 
that the former business was captured by imports. 

* * * is a master distributor of low-fuming brazing copper materials, 
* * * In early 1985, it accounted for * *' * percent of * * * sales and at 
least * * * percent of * * *• according to industry estimates. * * * * * *• 
like * * *• prefers long-standing business associations with its suppliers. 
It does not actively seek lower bids from competitors and is reluctant to 
switch suppliers when one is offered. * * * was * * *'s exclusive supplier 
for many years. However, a few years ago, * * * could not resist the lower 
prices offered by * * * and began placing orders with that company to fill 
part of its needs. In time, * * * responded by lowering its prices, but still 
is not completely competitive with * * * According to its spokesman, * * * 
now divides its purchases just about evenly between * * * and * * * 

!I*** also cited eight cases of lost sales and·lost revenue because of 
imports from South Africa; these allegations will be investigated by the staff 
in the investigation concerning imports from South Africa. Almost * * * 
pounds in sales were reported to have been lost, valued at roughly * * * 
Alleged price reductions ranged· from*** to*** per pound. 

21 In total, * * * cited 19 instances of lost sales and 11 instances of lost 
re~enue. In some instances, * * * was not specific about the country of 
or1g1n. Again, * * * allegations of sales and revenue lost because of imports 
from South Africa will be considered in that investigation. 
ll Of the eight cases cited by * * *• two involved * * * 
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Lost sales allegations by * * *.--The staff contacted all firms cited as 
lost sales by ~ * * The responses of these purchasers are sununarized below. 

* * *• general manager of * * *• stated that his firm is a welding 
supplyhouse that purchases from many sources, among them * * *· He stated 
that he had no way of knowing whether the low-fuming brazing material he 
purchased was imported, but he suspects that some, if not all, of what they 
are currently purchasing is imported due to the change in prices. He could 
not elaborate on the change in prices. Although he purchased small quantities 
from * * * in the past, he is currently not buying * * * product because their 
prices are not competitive. 

* * * stated that to his knowledge, his firm purchases exclusively from 
* * * His company is a major welding distributor that purchases all types of 
welding products from * * *· * * * range of products enables * * * to qualify 
~or a lower price by combining their low-fuming brazing rod purchases with 
other welding products. Although * * * has received price quotes from other 
producers/suppliers of low-fuming brazing material that are competitive with 
those offered by * * *• they cannot compete with * * -* prices when purchasing 
a full line of welding products. To his knowledge, his company does not 
purchase imported low-fuming brazing material. 

* * *• in the purchasing department of * * *• stated that his firm is a 
retailer and purchases only prepackaged low-fuming brazing rod. He has 
purchased low-fuming brazing rod from * * * but he has no idea if any of the 
product is imported. He stated that some companies will not purchase from 
U.S. producers because they 1ock their buyers into purchasing exclusively from 
them. According to***• "In this business, greed is_king." 

* * *• in the purchasing department of * * *• stated that his firm is a 
wholesale welding supplyhouse and that he purchases exclusively from* * *· 
His company has_ cut back the amount of low-fuming.brazing rod they purchase 
be~ause * * * prices are higher than the prices of companies selling imported 
low-fuming brazing material and because the demand for the product has 
slumped. He stated that he cannot compete with the prices offered by 
companies who sell imported low-fuming brazing rod, and that prices, not 
quality, determine sales. His company's sales of low-fuming brazing rod are 
down because bronze welding products are not as popular as they used to be, as 
firms_ are switching to other welding alloys. 

* * *• purchasing agent for*-**• stated that hfs company purchases 
almost exclusively from * * * He has been purchasing from * * * for the last 
25 years. He considers * * * low-fuming brazing rod to be the best in the 
market. He has purchased small amounts of low-fuming brazing rod from * * * 
over the last 3 years but their flux-coating is inferior to * * *· He said 
that * * * offers competitively low prices but he cannot afford to stock * * * 
product because the flux falls off. He thinks*** buys the bare rod from 
* * * He believes in buying American products and would like to buy from 
* * * because of their l~cation. 
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* * * stated that his firm has· purchased all of .·its low-fuming brazing 
rod from** *·for the last 4 to 5 years. He stated that he had received 
offers from * * * that were competitively priced with * * * but that they were 
1-month specials, and he preferred to stay with a known source. He places all 
his orders· with~** and-does not shop th~ market. 

A spokesman for·* * * stated that his company has not bought or sold any 
low-fuming brazing material. 

* * *• president of * * *• stated that his firm buys from * * *• with 
* * * being their main supplier of low-fuming brazing rod. The firm sometimes 
purchases from * * * when they offer a special, but has not done so in the 
last 8-10 months. 

* * *; marketing manager for * * * stated that his firm is a * * * 
distributor and has. been for 28 years. As a result * * ·*, he traditionally 
purchases from * * *. He has purchased other alloys (* * *) fr.om * * *, and 
began buying significant:quantities of low-fuming brazing rod from* * * in 
late 1984 and early 1985 * * --*, because the * * * product was significantly . 
lower in price. Late in the first quarter of 1985, * * * was able to provide 
some price relief, and * * * again.purchased low-fuming brazing rod from 
* * * At present, there is a. cons.cious effort to divide purchases of 
low-fuming brazing rod between* * *· · * * * said that the industry is 
generally very price conscious and. therefore competitive. He does not buy 
from * * *·, and does not buy. any low-fuming }>razing rod from * * *. As a 
***distributor, he cited problems with the-previous*** operation (e.g., 
delays in delivery and large quantity purchase requirements).that, along with 
prices, made other vendors more attractive. He noted that there have been no 
significant changes in the master distributor/retailer relationship since 
* * * He continues to buy from * * * and is hoping that some of the earlier 
problems will be corrected by the new management. 

Lost sales allegations by * * * .--* * *·, president of * * *, said that he 
purchased a large quantity of low-fuming brazing rod * * * from * * * during 
1981 and 1982. · Si'n_ce then, * * * has bought several products· from * * * in 
small quantities.· * *· * explained that the large purchase was only because of 
a temporary low-price offer; he switched to other sources. when the prices were 
raised. ·. 

* *·*, said that his company does not now, nor has it in the recent past, 
bought or soldlow-fumingbrazing material. 

* * * in the purchasing department of * * *• stated that * * * they 
"· purchased most of their U. S .'~produced low-fuming brazing rod from * * * They 

also· had a few purchases of low-fuming brazing- rod from*** prior to 1984. 
All of their product is now purchased from* * *· 

* * *• a purchasing agent for * * *, stated that his firm purchases very 
small quantities of low-fuming brazing rod. They purchase most of their 
low--fuming brazing- rod from * *· ·* because the product is available 
inunediately, whereas, orders placed with U.S. mills take 6-8 weeks. Price is 
also a factor, .and he shops the market. 
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* * *• general manager of * * *• stated. that his firm purchases 
low-fuming brazing rod from* * *· He has been in this business for * * * and 
his first order for * * *.pounds of low-fuming brazing rod from * * * was 
placed in July. He said his firm is a processor and a welding supplyhouse. 
Although they have the capability to flux-coat the bare rod, they have not 
produced any to date. His firm also buys small quantities of the bare rod 
from * * * He has received some quotes from * * * but they purchase the 
imi>orted product because of price and availabi-lity. He stated that the 
low-fuming brazing rod market is very competitive, and to stay in business, he 
has to buy the lower priced imported product. 

* * *, vice-president of * * *• stated that his firm had not been quoted 
a price by any of the petitioners in this investigation in the last 3 years. 
He said that * * * has never bought low-fuming brazing rod from any of the 
petitioners. Alloys other than CDA 681 have been purchased from* * *• but 
bronze has never been discussed, either orally or in writing;· 

Lost sales and lost revenue allegation by * * *. --* * *, materlals: · 
manager of * * *• stated that in his 5 years with the firm, no purchases had 
ever been made from any of the petitioners. He was not even aware that * * * 
manufactured low-fuming brazing rod. At one time, when * * * was considering 
expanding into the auto market, it considered purchasing silicon bronze, an 
alloy other than the one under investigation, from * * *• but this expansion 
did not take place. ***tried to sell low-fuming.brazing copper wire and 
rod to the firm in 1983-84, but "was not competitive at all;" * * * stated 
that * * * is always a strong competitor and was his firm's biggest supplier 
in 1984 and through January-June 1985. He could not confirm whether * * * had 
lowered its prices in response to competition from imports; but did cite 
* * * He stated that.*** seemed to be able to meet*** lower prices,· 
* * * 

Lost revenue allegations by * * *.--* .* *• product manager of * * *• 
stated ·that his firm has never purchased low-fuming brazing rod from·* * *· 
***percent of his business is with***· He said.this percentage has not 
changed in the last year. He indicated that in dealing with his firm, * * * 
may have been forced to .lower its prices in order to meet competition from 
* * * He was unable tQ identify any imported product that * * * purchased. 
He did state that since mid-1985, the firm, for the first time, began 
purchasing from * * *• a processor they had not dealt with previously. 
Purchases from * * * are the result of customers specifically requesting the 
firm as a supplier. Such purchases have displaced purchases from* * *• but 
they have not been significant. 

* * *• purchasing agent for * * * stated that his firm is a wholesaler 
(distributor) and receives quotes from* * *· The firm normally orders * * * 
pounds of low-fuming brazing rod at a time. His experience indicates that 
* * * companies can meet any price quoted. Although the firm does not deal 

'with* * *, it would "if the situation warranted." * * * is the firm's sole 
supplier of silver solder. * * * stated that .the decision on· where to 
purchase low-fuming brazing rod is determined by what other orders are being 
made at a particular time. That is, bronze purchases are used to round or 
fill out an order from a producer or processor so that they can meet the 
minimum requirements for a prepaid shipment. 
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* * *• general manager of * * *• stated that his firm deals with * * * 
for its purchases of low-fuming brazing rod. The association with * * * has 
been a longstanding one. The firm, a master distributor, does not buy from 
* * *• which it considers a direct competitor. Low--fuming bronze, either bare 
or fluxed, is strictly "an acconunodation item" for the company, used to help 
meet retailers' needs and fill out their orders. 

* * *, regional purchasing manager for * * *• said that his firm 
traditionally shops around for the best price available on low-fuming brazing 
rod. As a result, he rarely pays the prices quoted in a published pricelist. 
He purchases from* * *• as well as from* * *· He makes spot purchases from 
* * * (irregular purchases of about*** pounds), and has not purchased from 
* * * in 4 years. He always negotiates prices and could not verify whether, 
or for what reason, a particular vendor might have offered him a better price. 

* * *• purchasing agent for * * *• stated that he does business 
exclusively with * * * and has done so for the 6 years he has been with the 
firm. He said that price is a major factor in determining the supplier, but 
not the only consideration. He also mentioned that since low-fuming brazing 
copper wire and rod is not that significant in terms of the overall mix of 
products carried by his firm, its price would not be the sole basis on which a 
vendor would be chosen; nor would the price of low-fuming brazing copper wire 
and rod alone be significant enough to cause a purchaser lo change vendors. 
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Notices 

DIPAATlilEHT 01' COllMERCI 

lnt9matlOnal T...- Admllllata•lloft 

(A-111~) 

LOw-Purnlnl lralnO Copper Rod Ind . 
Wire From South Atrtca; 
Poetponement of PNOmlnlry 
Antldumplnl DetermlMtlon. 

MIJIC'I'! Intematlonal Trade 
Adminiatratlon. Import Adminlltratlon. 
Commerce. 
ACT101C Notice. 

'\ -·n: 'nle pre11m1Dary antidwnpiq 
detenDinatlon lnvolvtna low·fumlna 
bruina copper rod and win from South 
Africa ii beinl poatponed until not later 
than September 17, 1885.. 
WNCTln DAft: July 11. 1.a. 
.. PUll'fttlll IWOllllA'l'IOll COllTAC'T: 
Michael Ready, Office of Invatlptloaa. 
Import Adminiltration. U.S. Department . 

.J! Commerce. ttth Street and 
Comtitutioll Avenue. NW .. Wublqton. 

. DC a.'telepbone (2DZJ m-m& ..... _..,.AllY --..w On , 
March 11. 1815. wt annoUDGed tba 
IDitiation of an antldumpinl 
lnvntlptlon tc> deterllSID whether low· 
fumfns brUina copper rod and win 
from South Africa la betna. or ii Ubly to 
be. aold In the United States at lat than 
fair value (50 FR 10524). 1'bt notice 
1tated that we would la1u1 pnUminuJ 
determination by July 29. 1885. 

M detailed In that notice. the petition 
alleged that importl from South Africa 
of low·fumina brulna copper rod and 
wire are beinl. or are likely to be. aold 
In the United Statn at Ina than fair 
value. 

On July 3. 1885. coumel for 
petiUonera. American BraaL Century 
Bra11. and Ceno Metal Producta. 
requested that the Department extend 
the period for the preliminary 
determination until zto day1 after the 
date of receipt of the petition In 
aacordance with aection 733(c)(1(A) of 
the Tariff Act of 1830. a1 amended (the .. 
Act). Accordinsly. the period for 
determination In the cue II hereby· 
extended. We Intend to luue a 
preliminary determination not later than 
September 17. 1985. . 
· Thia notice ia published purauant to 
1ection 733(c)(2) of the Act 
Gm.rt I ICapura. 
Acting /Rputy Aai•tant S«n1a17 for /Jnpolf 
Admini•tration. 
Jilly 9. 11185. 
(FR Doc:. •t11871Flled7-ts-tS;1:'5 am) 
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·1.,, J 

· . imports. of die subject meri:handiR from our Bnal comitervaillng duty 
· · New Zealand are ~ ar are likely. to determination (SO PR 31638). 

be. 10ld In the United States· at lea tban , . cz....- of r-+1...t1-
fair value within the meaning of section . ~--- . w•-.....- . 

. 731 of the Act (19 U.S.C. 1873), and that Th~ products covered by this 
.these importl are materially injuring.· or· invc=ttgattonare low-ftwilus brazing 
tbreatanm& matenannj&Uj to. ·a u.s. copper rod and wtre. principally of 

. . induatry. On May 10, 1985. • letter · copper and zinc all,.., ("brats"). of 
· IA-e1~J supporting the petition wu ft1ed by-J.W. . varied dimension ui'tmm of ~8ter. 
~ 8r'llllng Copp9I' Rod ind · Huria Company of Cindnn•tt. OH. · · whether cut-to;.leligth or coiled. whether 
Wire tram - Z r'r NI; Flnll - . . . ~ anrodother.d. ~cer of law-fmniilr bruin& bare or-flux-coated. cmrently clulified 
O.... 1111 llDn of a... u. n.. an wue. · · In the Tariff Schedules of the United p;;; • ·. de~ nrviewinsed tha the petition. we · ·statea Annotated ('l'SUSA) under 1tem1 

· tmmiD · ~ it contained sufficient . 612.8205, 812.1220 and 853.1500. The 
AGaCY: International Trade srounda upon whicb to Initiate an , ; : . chemical composition of the products 
Adminfatraticm. Import Admmiatration. antidumpiq investiptiono We initiated,. . under ln9estigatian 18 defin8d by Copper 
Commerce. -- · the ~utiption OD March U. 1885 (50 · . Development Aaaociation (CDA) · 

. AC'l'IOlc Notlcl. . PR 105ZZ). ad notified the m:. of our · standards 880 lmd 881.. · 
------------. -. - action. . . . . . • '*n: we haft determined that · 0n April a..1985. the rrc fmmd that Fair v.iu. eoa • .,... .. · 
law-f=.iq bruins~ rod and wire there if a reuonable indic:&tion that.· '· . . . To determine .whether sales of the · 
from New Zealand la beiq sold In the ·· import8 of low-fuming brazing coPPir IUbfect merchandise In the United · 
United States at lea than Im value. The rod.ad wire from new Zealand are , ' ·· States were made at le11 than fair value. 
U.S. International Trade Commiaaion materially lnjuriq. or tbrea~ pared th u tad s 
(ITC) will determine. within 4S days of . mat8rial Injury to.• U.S. industry · ··we com e Di tates price 

· publication of tbia notice. whether thes8 cµsrrc Pub. No. te73. Apdl 1985). ·· · , , with the foreign market value. . · 
import8 ..,_ materiaDy lnjuriq._ ar are .. . ca Marcil' zz. 198lk we pr818Dtad a . Ualbld Stat.. Pdm . 

,, tbreateniq to materially lnfure, a queatiomaaire.to coumelfor-the · · ·: . · . . . All provided In aectiOn m(b) ohhti · · 
United.States indutry. . manafactmer Mc:lCec:lm:ie ~ (N.Z.J •- ---..11 th ~"'-·- of the · · · · Llmlted ru-r-chnie), who.a-- 11.or . ,,_.. ~ u.aau e ..... ._._price •u•s•cl!'ln"'. w•,. -.n: October Z1. _1985. · · all ~~ . -.-a .. ai subject mercbandile to repr:eaent tbe • . 
l'Oll llUR'l'lllll lilPODlllATDOtU:oll'rAC'C . New -..and apoi1s of the subject· '• ·. United• States price became the . 

mmcbaDdbe to the United States..On . · · 
Mlcbael Ready~ OfBr:e of IDYatiptkma. . may 10. 1885. we rec:etved naply .to tbe mercband1ae wu told to umelated · 
Import Adminiatration. Intainational . . queatipnnajre. We examined 100 pen:em purcbaHn prior tilltl importation into·. 
Trade Acfminiatratkm. U.S. Department of the sala made by Mc:Kec:bme duriq . the United Stat& We calculated the· 
of Commerce. 14th Street and · the period of tnvestipticm. ·pan:haae price hued on the C1F packed. 
Constitution Avenue. N. W.; Wuhfnston. · We publlahed a preliminUy price to 1imelated customen in the 
D.C. 20230. telephcme:.(202) 377-2813. . determination of sales at.Ina theal°fair.. .Umted States-We made deductiom for · 
IUI- -·--·- al ·New Zealand inJaDd·t-1 .. i.t, ocean ,_,, -·-· --·- v ae 011Aupat z. 1sas ~so PR 31405) •. · .· freight and marine~ 
Plaal D8tenniaatloa OurDOtlce of the preHmiDary . .· - . . . . 

. We bave·de•-'-ed that 1_ ~ . determination provided Interested ' . · · FOreip M.ket v.m. · .. 
llUUllll IUW-•........we partia with an opportunity to· submit. ' . · • 

brazina copper md and wire frcim New · vi8w1I orally or In writing.· . , · . · - . . .bra~,with aection 773(a) d 
Zealand ii befn& sold in the United · We made fair value compaitlcma · . •. . .··the Act. we calrnal•ted foreipl llW'Ut 
States at lea than fair value. u - . · between Rid of Identical mercbaiidiM · value baaed ~ hou market aa1ea. 
provided In aection 135 of the Tariff Act. whicb wa· sold by MclCechnie in both . · · . We calculated fareip market v:alue 
of.1930. u amended (19 U.S.C. 1813cfr the United Statn and New· Zealand ·· · · on -tbri>aaia of ex-railhead or delivered 

. (the Act). For ~fumiq IJraziq copper markett- Such merchandise compriaed · prices to unrelated purcbuen. From 
· . rod and -wire sold by McKecbnie · . . 93 percent of McKechnie's sales to tlae .· these prices. we deducted. where 

.. Brothen (N.Z.) Limited. the only known~ United States. .. · . . . . · · · · · ' appropriate. New Zealand inland. 
exporter of the subject merchandise. we . 

8
..,_.,

1
_ . freitht. We made adjutmenta. where 

have fcnmd that the fmeijn market value __..... appropriate. for dtfferences In credit 
exceeded the United States price on 100,. On MarCb 20.1985. Aufbauer · coats In accordance with I 353.15 of our 
percent of the sales compareci The Brothen Corporation ("Aufhauaer"l . Regulatiom (19 CFR 353.15). We added 
mugin of dumpiq ranged from 19.5 requested that we l81Cind our initiation . the amount of commissions paid on 
percent to·38.5 percent.-The ~ted- . of tbia Investigation. alleging that the ·certain lalea to the United States to the 
average was _28.83 percent.-. - · · · petitionen had not filed.,.on behalf of'" home market price. We did not offset . 
,.A_.m .. - _ - the domestic industry, as required by this commiaaion with home market 
--·-~ section 732 of the Act. Tbi1 allegation · seWns expenses in accordance with 

On February 19. 1985. we received a 
petition in proper fonll from American 
Braaa. Century Brau. and Ceno Metal · 
Products of Meadows. IL. Waterbury •. 
CI', and Belle!onte. PA..respecttveJy. 
filed on behalf of.the U.S. low~ · 

. brazing copper rod and wint-illduatry. lb 
-compliance with the filing requiremeutll 
of I 353.38 of the Commerce Regulations 
(19 CFR 353.38), the petition alleged_ that 

y•:.. dlso rai8ed in the context of our I 353.15(c) of our Regulations became 
. C:ountervailina duty investigation of low- the respondent wu unable to provide 

fumiq brazing copper rod and wire the amount of such exp8D181. We 
from New Zealand- We investigated ~d ·. deducted home market packins CD8t8 
found In the preliminary countervailiq· and added-U:S. pacldng. · . · 

- duty determination that there is no · . For reaaona stated below under · 
reason to conclude that petitionen do : . Petitioners' comments 1 and Z. we · 
not have •tandiDI (50 FR 21328). We · diaallow8d cl8imed adfustmentl fm · 
have received no further evidence to differences In level of trade and 
chanse that determination. u stated .!n quantities .. 
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Federal Register I Vol. 50. No • .203 I Monday~ October 21. 1985 I Notices 

· Veriftmdcm 

As provided in section "8(a) of lhe 
Act. we verified data used fn making - · 

. thia detmmfnatimt bylJlinrveriftcatton· 
prOcedmes which included examination 
of company-records and selected · 
mflinal source'docum~tation 
containing refevanf fnfoimatfon; 

. -~ . 

Corn.meDtl 

The reepondent argues that~ should 
make m adjustment for diff'erencn Irr . · 

· levei of trade.· 

DOC PmUtion 

Wadfsqrff. Se.tourreepomttto -
· patftionen' comment 1 a~e- . ; _ 

ITC Notlflcaikm 
. In accardance with aeetiml n&{dl of 
the Act. wa will JIOtify_ tha ITCol. our . _ 
de·-~--tfou. .Wa willaJiow t&e l1'C. :·-- ,.. _____ 1 . Comment z·- ~ ... ...._, 

. t.Mlllunrzm • . - accesa to all pri.vilfl8ed a.ad conndmawu.· 
'I1le pedtionen argue tb8t iao level.al The. resPondmt arguu 'that we should intormation in. our files. provided tha 

trade adfutmeDl ahauld be.made. . make-m adfuttment for~ hr ' rrccozilirma that.it will not di.scloaa . 
' · quantH!es. · - such information. either publicly ar 

DOC Responae ' · • · DOCPmitiso under u administratWe pro~ve · 
· We qtee. All o!MdCedmie'a aalea to aider, without the wrWen COD1811t aC the 

the U.Dited States are to wholeaalen. Jn . Wttcftsasiw. See aiJrreiponse-.to Deputy Alliatant Secretiiey for Import 
the liame malbt. .McICecfmie'a aaJea are patitionen' comment :·a~; . . - Adminiatretton. . · · · · · . 
all to ratailen. McKechDia fa the only . of ' The rrc Will make its cletennfnatfoa 
producer 1n. New Zealand ollow-f'uming ContimMtion of ....,..aicm · , whether these imports are materially 
biazing copparod and wir8. McKaclmie Liquidation .. . injutq. ortbreatenili8 to matmtally 

. provtdedJnformatfODaa to fhamarkupa . We am~tbaU~Stati. ' injure, aU.S. lnduatrJ"wttbin41dafaol. 
of wholeaalera in N.ew Zealand.of other Cuatoma Service to continue: buuspend . · the publication of thi•llOticeo U th• rrc 
metal products which are not the subject liqujdatimi of all emrin of Jow.fmniq detenainu t1aat matenaJ fnturJ'or threat· - · 
of thia investfption. but inasmuch.as · _ . brazing copper rod and wire &om New _ ofmatllrlaJ fDjury dDe9 not m.t. tlU · . 

·. thant ii no information reprdlnf sales Zealaa.cUhat an entered.. ar witb4r&Wll. PftJCl8dlD!lwUI be tannmatechml all 
··Jn New Zeeland by manafacturen-of die from warehouse, for comumpticm..anm HC:lll'itta posted•• ...wtaf ttae.· 1 

PrDcfact unds fnvedaaitoa, there ii DO after August 2,.1985. tha data o! . . .. . . ·__ iuapemioD of llqutdatkm will be- -· .. 
baaia aa which fDqwmtifya lnel of publicattem ot~e prelimhiary ·_. - _ refmuledor canalled. Howevero lt_1f!l!s .: 

· .tradeadtutment.. - det.ennmationin theFedenlJ[eafat& rrc detmmtne1·tbetachbljUq.,_ 
. . - · - · The United States cu.toms Service sJWI extat.-wiltiMue-an8Dtfd•nnpt111·ctatr 

Comment Z . . .. · · continue to require a cash deposit or t:fle - aider direadq·Cutmmofficam.tD - ; -
The .petitimma 8lpe that.mt- · - · · - ·. poetlJl8.of a bond equa1· to the ntfmated' aaeeu an anftdnmping dlll)f on~ 

adjustment should be made for different welghted.fterase amount bywllfc:h the · fuming bruin& c:opperrod azMhrire 
·quantities. _ · · ' · ·foreign market value of tlie merc&andise &om New Zealand entered. or 
DOCa-.:.. subfecttothi1 inveetfgatfoaexceeds the withdrawn.fromwarehome.f'or . 

• _ .. ,,.,.~.. . . - United States pric:e. Th~ bond or.cab ·t:onsumption after tbHaspenam of 
We 88l'8L The· verified. data indieate . depoait amomm establbhectbt our · liqatdation. equal ID Iha a:momst by. . 

. that quantity diarmm&a do aet ~ · _ preliminary determination of Auplt 2._ which th& forefp~ nJm e.xceedl 
F~ tba·data. do DO&. c:amaiD 1985, reJD8in in effect with rupect to the United Stata pries. . 
evidence of differeDC88 in pru:e . . entries or withdrawals mads prior tit the Thia determination is beiag-pablilW. 
allOciatH wida d4fferenc:u ia quantity : date of publication of tbia.notic:e in the · punuant to aectlan 136(d) of the Act (19 
uNqUiled by-I 35:U.4 af our . ' · Fadanl.Rap.t& With iespec:t to entnea u.s.c. 1873(d)). · 
Replatioaa (19 Q"B.35.1.14~ . · · or withdrawala made on ar after the 
Cormnent'a publication of thia ~otice, !be bond or . 

- · · -cash depost amounte required ara . 
The pettti~ 8l8U9 ~t tba · · shown below! 

respondent understated its credit costs · AJ:licle vts of the GeD.eralAgntement 
incurred on sales to the- Unfted SlatM. on Tariffs and Trade provida that "{n}G 
DOC"Ifilllporw1 product .•• shall be subject to both -

. - . antidumping and countervailing duties 
· We ~!'ctor := ,d:-8=~ to compeneate foJ"the same lituatimt or 
we have . a J dumping or export subsidization. "'Thie 
U.S.. aaJe& on verified data .which provision- is implemented by section · 
suppart an adjuatment larger than that me d)(1)(D) of the Act. Since dumping 
claimed by the respondenL · duties cannot be assessed on the-portion 
Co.tnment 4 of the margin attributable m export . _ 

tha th subsidies. there-is no reason to require a 
The petttionen 8l81Je t e. . - · cash deposit or bond for tbt amounL. 

respondent overstated its credit CGBts Acc:Drdingly, the Jevel or export 
incurred on home market aalea._- subsides. as determined in the final 
DOC Respon• affirmative countervailfns duty 

we agree. For the fl:nal detennina~on determination-on.low-fmniq ~ 
' we heve based the credit adjustment for coPP8l. rod and wire from New Zealand 

home market sales on verified data (50 FR 31638), will be subtracted from . 
which support-an adfustment ~er the dumping margin for.deposit or· 

. than that claimed by the ~~pondenL . bondingpurpose. ·· 

Dated: Octol!er U. 11181. · 
WalteJ.OllDD. 
ActJna Asailtazit Secntliry for nvtle 
Admizritrtrrrtft _ . 
[FR Doc;. 85-21m1l'118d1~1.MIS;.~CS amf 
-.uNCa CCIDI ........ . 
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Federal Reaist8r I Val. SO. No. 182 I Wednesday, August n, 1985 l Notices 

MlllC'I: United Statet IDtemational 
Tnde CmnmtHtcm. 
MmGIC lmtitutfcm of. 8nal 
antfl:lumptna tnvestiption and · 
sc:bedulfns of • bauina to be bald In 
connection witb the tnvattption. 

---
detennine whether an· industry in the 
United Stat.es.fa materially injured. or Is 
threatened with material injury, or the 

·establishment of an induitry in the 
United States ia materially retarded. by 
reuon of imports. from new Zealand of 
low-Cuming bruins copper wire and rod. 
provided for In itema 812.8205.(rod), 
8U.1Z20 (wire), and 853.1500 (fiux

·coated wire or rod) of the Tariff 
Schedules of the United States. which 
have been found by the Department of 
Commerce. In a prelimina:ry 
detmnination. to be sold In the United 
Statn at leu than fair value (L TFV). 
Unlea1 the lnveattgation ii extended. 
Commerce will make ita final LTFV 

· detennination OD or. before October 1S. 
1885 and the ConmJluton.will make ill 
final Injury determination November 29. 
1885 (see aectlou735(a) and 735(1>) ·of 
tha act (19 US.C.. l873d(a) md 1873(b)}). 

For farther Information concemln& the · 
. conduct of thil lnv11ttaation. heufns 

proeedme&, and rula of pneral 
application. c:onault the Commia1ion'1 
Ruin of Practice ed Procedure, Part ·· 
'111/, Sui>partl A and.C (19 CFR Part ZD7). 

_ .and Put 2D1. Subparta A throuah E (19 
~Putmt). 

a e cnn un: Aupat 13. i~ 
NII WllUI ~TIOll COllTAC'I': 
Valerie Newkirk (20z..az3.ol8SJ, Office· 
of lllvatlptiou. U.S. International 

. . Trade Commtuton. 701 B Street NW., 
· Wubmgton. DC 20t38. Hearinl
lmparied lndtvtduall are advised that 
Information on thil matter can be 
obtained by contactiq the 

, Cmnmtqion'1 TDD tmmina1 on 2iJZ'7Zf.
OOOZ. 
..........,.MY lllllOllllATIOIC 

.' a.:kpaand. 

11dl lnvestfgatian ii beq Instituted 
u a rault of an afflrmatift preliminary 
detenninatiOD by the Department of 
Commerce that importl of low-fuming 
bruing copper wire and rod from New .. 
Zealand are being sold in the United . 

· Statn at less than fair value within the 
meaning of aection 731 of the act (19 
U.S.C. 1673). The Investigation waa · 
requested In a petition filed on February 
19. 1985 by American Braaa Co., Rolllni 
MeadoWI. IL: Century Brail Products. 
Inc.. Waterbury, CT: and Cerro Metal 
Products. Inc.. Bellefonte. PA. In 
response to that petition the 
Commialion conducted a preliminary 
antidumpfDI Investigation and. on the 
basil of Information developed durina 
the coune of that Investigation. . 
detenDined that there wu a reuonable 
lndtcatton .tbat ID lnduatry In the United 
Statn wu materially injured by reason 
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TENTATIVE CALENDAR OF PUBLIC HEARING 

Those listed below-appeared as witnesses at the United States 
International Trade Conmission's ·hearing: · · · 

Subject 

Inv. No. 

Low-Fuming Brazing Copper Wire and 
Rod from New Zealand 

731-TA-246 (Final) 

Date and time: October 17, 1985 - 10:00 a.m. 

Sessions were held ·in the Hearing Room of the United States 
International Trade Conmission, 701 E Street, N.W., in Washington. 

IN SUPPORT OF THE IMPOSITION OF 
ANTIDUMPING DUTIES: . 

Collier, Shannon, Rill and Scott--Counsel 
Washington, D.C. 

on behalf of 

Cerro Metal Products, Century Brass, and Ameri'can Brass 

Robert A. Cucuel, Vice President of Marketing and 
Sales of Mill Products 

James E. Cleminshaw, Product Manager-wire, for 
Cerro Metal Products 

Judy Fudge, Manager of Inside Sales/Purchasing for 
J._W. Harris, Inc. 

Nicholas D. Giordano of Georgetown Economic Services 

Robert J. Wardell, President, Copper & Brass 
Fabricators Council, Inc. 

David A. Hartquist ) 
Jeffrey S. Beckington)--OF COUNSEL 

- more -
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IN OPPOSITION TO THE IMPOSITION OF 
ANTIDUMPING DUTIES: 

Bronz and Farrell--Counsel 
Washington, O.C. 

on behalf of 

McKechni e_ Brothers ( N. Z.} Ltd.· 

Peter Sukolski, Managing Director, McKechie Bros. 
(N.Z.) Ltd.· . . 

Graham R. Harris, President, Marlyn International, Inc. 

Edward E. Martin, Consulting Economist, Edward E. 
Martin Associates · · 

. Edward J. Farrell--OF COUNSEL 

Aufhauser Brothers Corporation, Plainview, New York 

. Keith Aufhauser, President 
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